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PRELIMINARY REPORT

A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR A FAST REACTOR SAFETY TEST FACILITY

by

John D. Allen, George E. Cort
Tom P. McLaughlin.and Ronald G. Palmer

ABSTRACT

In May 1975 Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory issued a pre-
liminai.. report on a study of Fast Reactor Safety Test Facilities.
The study addressed itself to three closely related tasks.
1. A review of the current understanding of fast reactor safety
with the aim of identifying important areas of uncertainty which
cannot be adequately resolved using analysis, out of pile and/or
existing in-pile facilities.
2. Conceptual design studies of one or more new in-pile facili-
ties having characteristics identified in (1) above.
3. An examination of advanced data acquisition techniques for
possible incorporation in the new facilities.

The work reported in this document is an extension of the
earlier work in task area (2) above. Sased largely on conclusions
drawn from the earlier work the scope of the current effort has
been narrowed to the design study of a Type A facility operating
in the Class III mode, i.e., a facility capable of accommodating
up to 37 test pins and capable of imposing a burst on top of a
high steady state power level.

I. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Safety Test Facility (STF) concep-

tual studies carried out at LASL earlier

this year provided a basic understanding of

the strongly interdependent aspects of STF

designs, namely the neutronic, thermal-

hydraulic, material properties and safety,

and indicated the various trade-offs which

must be considered in desigi. optimization.

Conclusions drawn from those studies pro-

vided the starting point for the work re-

ported here. In brief these conclusions

were:

1. Of the three fuel types studied,

UO2-Cr,(UC-ZrC)-graphite (ROVER), and BeO/

UOj, the last one showed far superior poten-

tial for the driver fuel in an STF operating

in the Class III mode.

2. Neutronic and thermal-hydraulic con-

siderations heavily favor a liquid metal.

cooled driver over one cooled by gas.

3. For a Type B facility with a BeO/

U02 driver, a converter region will be nec-

essary in <̂ rder that the ratio of maximum-

to-minimum power across the test pin bundle

be less than the upper limit of 1.15 which

has been specified for 217-pin FTR or larger

subassemblies. A facility employing a con-

verter tends to be large with high heat re-

moval requirements, amounting to several

hundred MW for Class III operation, even

with highly enriched test pins. The capa-

bility to test normal FTR fuel pins would

involve reactor powers approaching 1000 MW.

4. By virtue of its smaller test bun-

dle size the design problems of a Type A

facility are significantly less than those

of a Type B facility. In particular, a



converter region is not likely to be re-

quired in a BeO/UO- driven Type A facility

because of different experimental objec-

tives. Also, potential positive reactivity

effects due to test fuel relocation after

the burst are much smaller in Type A.

In this recent study the emphasis has

been placed upon developing a reference de-

sign for a Type A, Class III facility cooled

with sodium rather than the general studies

of tt.e preliminary work. The feasibility

of using PuO2-UO2 as a driver fuel was con-

sidered while ROVEK fuel and UO-j-C. were

removed from further consideration. Im-

proved resonance self-shielding methods were

used and a slightly more realistic treat-

ment of the test fuel cross sections was

employed. More -detailed transient heat

transfer calculations were undertaken in-

cluding investigations of the effect of non-

prototypical power gradients across an in-

dividual test pin. A coupled transient heat

transfer-neutronic feedback code was de-

veloped and used to study the burst kinetics.

Two-dimensional transport calculations were

employed to look at test fuel relocation

reactivity effects. Initial attempts have

been made to translate the reference physics

design into a semi-detailed engineering de-

sign. Although the general aspects of the

safety of the reference design have been

discussed, the costs, construction schedule

and siting have not been considered.

The following broad conclusions were

drawn from the study.

1) Both BeO/UO2 and PuO2~UO2 have good

potential as STF driver fuels. The former

has the advantage that burst energy densi-

ties in excess of 2000 J/g above steady

state can be deposited in FTR-fuel test

pins. On the other hand PuO2-UO2 drivers

cannot deposit the desired energy density

unless the uranium in the FTR fuel is en-

riched with U. A major disadvantage of

the BeO/UO fuel is the large power depres-

sion it creates across Type B sized test

pin bundles. In view of the different ex-

perimental requirements for facility types

A and R it is apparent that PuO -uo., would

be the better driver fuel for a Type B

facility, vhere a flat power profile (with-

out tes! fuel enrichment grading) in an im-

portant criterion, but in a Type A facility,

where the capability to test normal FTR fuel

is desirable and graded enrichment accept-

able, BeO/UO, is the preferred fuel.

2) A BeO/UO2 driven Type A - Clciss III

facility operating with FTR fuel in the test

region will have heat removal requirsn.ents

in the range 125-185 MW when the driver

radius is fixed at 40 cm. With highly en-

riched FTR size test pins the newer is arourd

50 MW and the burst energy density capabil-

ity is much greater.

3) Fairly moderate reactivity inser-

tions (up to 2$) and ramp rates {up to 5OS/

s) will give the required range of burst

energy densities in bursts lasting 10 ms or

so. The Doppler coefficients calculated for

the reference design would be sufficient to

turn the burst around and reduce the system

to about 50C below prompt critical. How-

ever, there is an FOM* value below which

the post-burst power level plateau would

damage the driver unless a negative reac-

tivity ramp is initiated within a certain

time after the burst. Although the coupled

neutronics-transient heat transfer calcula-

tions performed in the study were prelimi-

nary, the indications are that with normal

FTR fuel such a shutdown mechanism will be

needed.

4) In the range of driver core sizes

being considered, 40-to 50-cm radius, it

appears that adequate control for burn-up,

power coefficients, burst initiation and

post-burst shutdown can be achieved by con-

trol mechanisms placed in the reflector.

To obtain an adequate shutdown margin (about

$10) for loading/unloading operations it

may be necessary to insert poison rods into

the driver region. If these tods can be in-

serted into the diagnostic instrument slots

•Figure of Merit defined as the ratio of
the minimum power density in the test fuel
to the maximum power density in the driver
fuel,



the impact on the system performance would

be minimal, providing the rods were inserted

only after collection of experimental data

was complete.

II. INTRODUCTION

A. Definitions of Facility Types and

Operational Classes

1. Facility Types. Four functional

categories of STF designs. Types A, B, C/

and D have been defined. TMs report con-

cerns itself with Types A and B whose de-

sign differences lie primarily in the size

of the test region. The last two, C and D,

refer to a self-driven system, and to a

post accident heat removal facility, re-

spectively, and will not be discussed fur-

ther in this report.

In an A type facility many of the ex-

periments will focus on the central test

pin to study pin failure thresholds and

initial motion of cladding and fuel materi-

als. The function of any surrounding test

pins is primarily to provide the most appro-

priate neutronic and thermal-hydraulic en-

vironment for the cet.tral pin. It is be-

lieved that 36 additional pins (1, 6, 12,

and 18 sequence) will be more than adequate

for this, and that 18 pins around the cen-

tral one (It 6, and 12) will probably be

sufficient. Certain experiments will in-

volve the study of small groups of pins,7

or 19,but such experiments are harder to

define at this* point, requiring much pre-

analysis! to define optimum prototypic con-

ditions.

In a B type facility, which would be

designed Cor performing experiments related

to gross fuel and cladding material motion

wi -.hin a subassembly, the capability of

accommodati.ng more than one subassembly in

the test region will be a design irequire-

ment. The rationale for more than one sub-

assembly (probably one central one plus

surrounding fractions of subassemblies)

would be to minimize non-prototypic edge

effects near the walls of the central sub-

assembly.

Apart from the obvious difference in

the size of the test region the separate ex-

perimental functions of Types A and B in-

fluence other important aspects of the de-

signs. In a Type B facility the power dis-

tribution across the test subassembly is re-

quired to have a maximum to minimum ratio

less than 1.15. To achieve this by fissile

atom density grading across the test region

would probably seriously degrade the utility

of the experiment. On the other hand, in a

Type A system fissile grading of the test

pin bundle will likely be used in order that

the central pin fails well before the sur-

rounding pins so that the failure of the

lat?-er does not prematurely disturb the ther-

mal-hydraulics around the center pin and

does not obscure the view of the diagnostic

instrumentation.

2. Operational Classes. A Class I

power burst facility is one in which no con-

tinuous heat removal capacity is provided;

this is often referred to as an 'Adiahatic'

machine. All the heat qeneration is absorbed

and effectively retained by the driver core

during the burst. Either natural cooldown

or some forced convection cooldown returns

the system to ambient temperature condi-

tions, a process which might take several

hours. This class of operation gives the

STf designer the least number of problems.

On the other hand it is the most inflexible

system. It is possible to obtain steady

state LMFBR operating conditions in the test

fuel by raising the STF to the required

power level for a few seconds preceding the

burst. This is insufficient to build up

the required level of fresh fission products

to provide the decay heat required for pro-

totypic reactor accident conditions. In

current Class I facility designs simulation

of decay heat is being attempted by post-

burst low power fission heating. A major

problem in this approach is one of provid-

ing the same neutron flux level at every

point of interest where the test fuel

might relocate. Another disadvantage of a

Class I facility is the complete inability



to provide preconditioning in the cest fuel.

A Class II facility is one in which

typical LMFBR power densities can be sus-

tained in the test fuel for a sufficient

time preceding t.'ie burst in order to build

up fission products which will provide the

required decay heat levels in the fuel fol-

lowing the burst. Depending on the partic-

ular experiment the steady state power

level or the test region coolant flow rate

might be readjusted for a few seconds pre-

ceding the burst, time enough f°r reequi-

librium of the thermal conditions but not

long enough to change the decay heat levels

significantly. The operating time at full

power might be only several minutes and the

possibility exists ot simplifying the sys-

tem design by using a quasi-steady state

heat removal system, e.g., a large coolant

reservoir with a once through coolant pass

into a holding tank where natural cooldown

would be allowed to take place. It is very

unlikely that significant buirn-up would

occur in the normal operatic? life of a

Class II facility.

Finally, a Class III facility is de-

fined as one which has the capability of

running for an indefinite period of time

at full power before the initiation of the

burst or any other experiment, such as loss

of flew. The additional capability that

this operating class has over Class II lies

in the preconditioning of the test fuel to

approximate the conditions that would apply

during an accident in an T.MFBR which has

been operating at full power for several

wee;-; or more. Among other things this pre-

conditioning entails annealing the cracks

which t«nd to i:orm in fuel rods after shut-

down. Total preconditioning of the test

fuel may take up to ten days or more. Long

term fission piroducts would likely be built

up in a parent irradiation facility such as

FTR. The degree to which the test fuel

would be preconditioned in a given time is

not known. Restructuring of the columnar

grain region (above 2000K) might be only

about one hour. Even more uncertain is the

influence of preconditioning on the behavior

of the fuel pin under accident conditions.

It is expected that fuel pin failure thresh-

old, a primary area o£ investigation in a

Type A facility, will be one of the charac-

teristics most sensitive to preconditioning

effects.

A Class Hi facility requires a contin-

uous neat, removal system, which, in the

case of sodium cooling, would include pri-

mary and secondary heat exchangers. This

requirement obviously increases the complex-

ity and cost of the facility. An operational

requirement which affects the facility de-

sign and which is a ditect consequence of

the preconditioning capability is the con-

trol needed to counteract the reactivity

losses due to fuel depletion and fission

product poisoning during the time tne facil-

ity is running at high power. In order to

maximize the performance of an STF the num-

ber of channels required for control rod

insertions in the driver core should be kept

to a minimum, A design in which all control

rods are inserted into the reflector region

would be the best from chis viewpoint. How-

ever, achieving adequate control for the

total reactivity requirement - power coef-

ficients, burst initiations, shutdown and

burn-up - might be difficult with reflector

housed control.1*.

In determining how much control should

be designed into the svstem to compensate

for the reactivity effects due to burn-up,

the question should be raised as to which

is likely to be the determining factor in

the frequency of driver core reloading,

burn-up or fuel damage due to repeated

bursting. This in turn will depend on the

experimental program, i.e., the relative

number and ordering of the long and short

steady state experiments.

It should be pointed out that a Class

III facility can be operated in both the

Class II and the Class I operating modes.



B. Previous Studies

An earlier SIT study performed at LASL

consisted of an extensive parametric survey

of systems varying in the test region ca-

pacity from 19 to 217 pins, with the major

emphasis on the 217 pin capability, a Type

E facility. Three fuel types, BeO/UO.,,

(UC-ZrC)-graphite,and UO2-Cr, and two cool-

ants, sodium and helium, were studied. Other

parameters were driver core height i3 and 4

ft), U" enrichment (30, 50,and 93%), ex-

cess ka-j required for control and diagnos-

tic instrument viewing slots (1.1 and 1.2),

molecular ratios of BeO to U0 2 and C to U

(50/1 I P 150/1), volume percent of UO-, in
235

chromium 15 to 12%) and the U enrichment

of the uranium content in the FTR test pin

fuel (depleted and 93.2%).

Several criteria were used to compare

the performances of the different reactor

configurations:

1) figure of Merit (FOM) - ratio of

minimum power density in the test fuel to

the maximum power density in the drivel

fuel. A high value of FOM means a high

burst energy deposition capability.

2) Ratio of maximum power density to

minimum power density in the test fuel - a

criterion of sc!"e importance in Type B fa-

cility but a minor one in Type A facilities

(see Section A ) .

3) Heat removal requirement - total

power of system when central pin in the tesv.

region is operating at 200 W/g, i.e., FTR

specific power at the core center.

4) Doppler Coefficient - needed for

inherent burst control.

Single region driver, two region con-

verter/driver combinations, and enrichment

graded multiregion converter/driver combi-

nations were studied. The following is a

summary of conclusions drawn from this ear-

lier work.

1) The reactivity penalties incurred

by niobium clad, gas cooled fuel pins pre-

cludes their use in any viable design. Gas

cooling coupled with stainless steel clad-

ding results in limited burst capacity due

to clad temperature constraints. If one

adds to this the large heat removal require-

ments, then the cost-effectiveness of the

gas cooled concepts is very unattractive.

2) In the Class III operating mode the

use of UOj-Cr as either a converter fuel or

a driver fuel results in either large reac-

tor power due to its low reactivity, or a

low FOM when higher U0 2 loadings are used to

reduce the core size. The burst capability

when testing normal FTR fuel is too small.

Thus concepts employing this fuel possess

substantial undesirable features.

3) The low reactivity worth of (UC,ZrC)-

graphite (ROVER) fuel again involves the

tradeoffs between system size (and hence

power) and FOM values. When a parametric

k rf of 1.2 is required the system viability

is not promising.

4) Of all the fuel-clad-coolant driver

configurations studied in the earlier inves-

tigations the BeO/UO2-SS-NA (15V/0) showed

the most potential. However, the potential

strongly depends on whether it is a Type A

or Type B system. In the latter the maxi-

mum to minimum power ratio in the test re-

gion (217 or more pins) should be less than

1.15 as recommended in Ref. 1. This is not

likely to be possible without at least a

thin converter region. The use of 20/i

BeO to UO-, molecular ratio would realize a

maximum to minimum power ratio close to 1.15,

but with such a 00, loading the physical

characteristics of the fuel would be de-

graded (heat capacity,thermal stress resis-

tance, and thermal conductivity) and the

FOM value is low. A 50/1 molecular ratio

is about optimum but the test power profile

has a ratio of around 1. 50 for a 217 pin

highly enriched test bundle. As mentioned

above the use of a converter incurs severe

disadvantages.

C. Currant Studies

The emphasis of the work was changed

in the current studies to one of finding a

viable Type A design capable of operating

in the Class III mode. Another fuel



candidate was added to the list, namely

PuO2-UO,. The UO2-Cr and ROVER fuels were

removed from further consideration. A more

sophisticated cross-section treatment for

resonance self shielding was used and cou-

pled neutromc-transient heat transfer

parametric studies of the burst kinetics

were completed. Extensive calculations

were made on control requirements and capa-

bilities and on reactivity worths of diag-

nostic viewing slots.

The following is a summary of the im-

portant findings.

1) A Type A facility which can deposit

very large amounts of energy into highly

enriched FTK test pins and which requires

about 55 MW of heat removal capability

looks feasible. Such a system would have

a 50/1 BeO/UO2-stainless steel-sodium

driver composition. Adequate bursts

(> 2500 J/g> in normal FTR test pins in the

same system would require heat removal ca-

pacities between 125 and 200 MW.

21 If bursting in normal FTR fuel is

removed from the design requirements even

smaller systems might be feasible (signifi-

cantly less than 50 MW).

3) Similar systems with PuC^-UOj driv-

er fuel appear viable, but bursting of

normal FTR fuel is precluded due to temper-

ature limitations.

41 Control of the Type A systems can

be achieved through reflected control by

interposing poison plates between the re-

flector and the core, in the form of ver-

tically moving blades or rotating drums

partially faced with an absorber.

5) Reactivity insertions of up to $2

at ramp rates up to 50$/s will produce 10-

ms-wide energy bursts in the normal FTR

test fuel in excess of 2000 J/g above

steady state. Doppler reactivity coeffi-

cients will limit the burst but in certain

cases (FOM < 7) immediate initiation of a

shutdown ramp is required to prevent damage

of the driver fuel by tht post-burst power

plateau. The fairly short prompt neutron

lifetime of BeO/OOz systems

5500

1000
1000 2000

Energy Burst (J/g)
3<X.O

Fig. 1. FTR Test Fuel Temperature vs.
Energy Burst.

(S. -v. 5 x 10 s) allows such narrow burst

widths.

6) Energy bursts as low as 2000 J/g

will produce in excess of 5000 K tempera-

tures in FTR fuel when bursting from a

200-W/g steady state power. Effective

pressures will be in excess of 70 atmos-

pheres at this temperature. A temperature

versus burst energy curve is shown for FTR

fuel in Fig. 1? the data for the calcula-

tion was obtained from Ref. 2.

III. MATERIALS SELECTION

A. Introduction

The magnitude of the "esign problems

of a safety test facility operating in a

Class III mode can be inferred from a brief

list of its required characteristics, namely

1) Provide an operating LMFBR (and

possible GCFR) environment for a number of

prototypic fuel pins (up to 37 in a Type A

facility and possibly several hundred in a

Type B) for a period of days or weeks. The

environmental specification must include



neutron flux maqnitudes and distributions,

temperatures and temperature distributions.

2) Without reducinq the steady state

power U'Vel, initiate a power burst that

will deposit in the test pins an energy

density that will raise the test fuel to

5000 or 6000 K, m a burst width of 10 us,

without exceeding the design limitations

of the driver region.

3) Provide i number of radial slots

through the driver and radial rel: lector to

allow diagnostic observations (by hodoscope

anci/cr X-radioqraphy) of the test region at

any time during the experiment.

Clearly, the central design problem is

the one of findin-.j a viable driver fuel-

ciad-coolant configuration which will with-

stand such extreme impcsitions, not just

once, but many times and which will behave

consistently each time. The principal

question is, therefore, what compound,

solid solution, or dispersion containing

U" J (or perhaps ?u" J ) will meet the strin-

qent requirements for a driver fuel? The

desirable characteristics of a driver fuel

candidate can be divided into four cate-

gories - neutronic, thermal, mechanical,

and compatibility with clads and coolants.

The desirable neutronic characteristics are:

a low parasitic absorption cross

section

a high scattering cross section

a low slowing down power to main-

tain a hard or hard-epithermal

spectrum (this implies medium or

high atomic weight diluent atoms).

The desirable thermal characteristics are:

good refractory properties - a

high melting or failure tempera-

ture (failure implying loss of in-

tegrity)

a high thermal conductivity to

maintain low steady state operat-

ing temperatures.

The desirable mechanical characteristics

are:

good high temperature strength

and stability

good resistance to thermal cycling

which implies a good thermal con-

ductivity, a relatively low ther-

mal expansion coefficient, and a

high fracture strength.

A material having all of the above

properties does not appear to exist. Two

of the best materials, from the heat en-

thalpy view point, are beryllium oxide and

graphite, both of which are good moderators.

A compilation of the thermo-physical prop-

erties of any fuel candidate is likely to

reveal a mixture of such advantages and

disadvantages. In selecting potential can-

didates many car. be ruled out quickly be-

cause they fail to meet some minimum re-

quirements in ce-tain areas such as heat

enthalpy or neutron capture cross section.

Further short listing of candidates can be

made by evaluating which (of the candidates

that have met the minimum requirements)

have the best overall characteristics.

Eventually, however, fuel candidates having

similar overall characteristics (based on

some weighted criteria) will have to be

compared in terms of the functional capa-

bilities of the facility. Even this may

not be conclusive. For any particular set

of design objectives there is an optimum

configuration of core materials. Within

the context of a Class III facility there

is a broad range of energy requirements,

test sample sizes, and enrichments, all of

which may not be compatible within any one

test reactor. The problem is a systems

one and ultimately the final selections

should be based on some quantitative cost-

benefit and cost-effectiveness analyses

which consider and weight every aspect of

the problen. Factors such as required fuel

development programs (time scales and costs)

must be considered.

Fuels

In the initial STF studies which are

reported in Appendix A three fuel materials

were considered as candidates for driver

and/or converter fuels, namely: binary

oxide BeO/UO 2; binary carbide-graphite



composition (UC.ZrC)-C (ROVER fuel); and

cermet, UO^-Cr. Only brief consideration

was given to the UO-j-ZrOj fuel which is the

basis of the Power Burst Facility (PBF).

Its very low thermal conductivity makes it

a poor candidate for Class III operation.

Cermet matrixes other than chromium were

considered, e.g., niobium and vanadium but

their neutron capture cross sections were

too high.

Further consideration of the ROVER fuel

and the UO^-Cr has been dropped based main-

ly on the neutronic results of the initial

studies. The ROVER fuel is not very reac-

tive (neutronically) resulting in either

large drivers with their attendant large

heat removal requirements or in high en-

richments which seriously reduce the FOM

values. As mentioned in Section II the use

of plutonium in ROVER fuel might make it a

more attractive driver fuel candidate but

this possibility will not be investigated

further unless currently preferred candi-

dates are found to have limitations which

are not yet known.

The UO,-Cr fuel has been removed from

further consideration for several reasons.

Its burst capability, as measured by its

enthalpy between operating and failure

temperatures, is inferior to both BeO/UO2
and ROVER fuel. Its reactivity is too low

for it to be considered as a driver mate-

rial or as a converter fuel; at the concen-

trations required to give good FOM values,

its effect on the reactivity of the system

is such that the heat removal requirements

are high and the system may not be a viable

one considering the sensitivity of critical

radius to cross-section uncertainties in

large system.

A fuel candidate which has been added

recently to the list is the mixed oxide

PuO2-UO2- Probably its most notable advan-

tage is the fact r.hat it has been used

successfully as a transient test fuel in

SEFOR. Its major disadvantage is that it

offers no significant burst capability with

prototype test pins. It does give a fairly

flat power distribution across the test

region but the advantage of this in a Type

A facility may be marginal.

Cladding and Coolants

In the area of cladding two material

types have been of major interest, stain-

less steel and a refractory metal such as

niobium, molybdenum, or vanadium. These

were chosen both for their own merits as

well as in consideration of the operating

conditions with the two leading coolant

candidates, namely, liquid metal and gase-

ous coolants.

As stated previously the results of

the earlier work have shown that the reac-

tivity and thermal-hydraulic difficulties

associated with gaseous coolants rule them

out for viable STF Type A designs operating

in the Class III mode. Sodium cooling on

the other hand reduces neutron leakage and

due to its high heat transfer coefficient

holds down the clad temperature to the point

that no distinct advantage would be gained

in using higher melting point refractory

cladding. The fact that the refractory

clads are strong neutron absorbers and

severely degrade the neutronic performances

of the systems is the reason for not choos-

ing niobium, molybdenum, or vanadium.

B. Thermal Properties

The importance of heat enthalpy and

thermal conductivity to Class III opera-

tions can be seen in the following elemen-

tary treatment. When the burst is made

from ambient temperatures (source power)

the maximum amount of energy (E) that can

be deposited into the test fuel during a

fast burst is subject to the fuel tempera-

ture constraint equation:

1
FOM PDCD

- 300°K (1)

where FOM is the figure of merit which is

defined as the ratio of the minimum power

density (watts/cc of fuel) in the test re-

gion to the maximum pov;er density in the

driver fuel. E is the maximum energy



deposition in the test fuel in joules/g .

PT is the density of the test fuel. pQ is

the density of the driver fuel. CD is the

average specific heat of the driver fuel

between 300°K and the failure temperature,

and T is the driver fuel failure tempera-

ture.

Equation (1) states simply that the

adiabatic temperature rise in a burst

should not cause t'ae driver fuel failure

temperature to be exceeded. Note that the

product of p and C is the volumetric heat

capacity, a fact which is important in the

driver fuel selection process. In fast

adiabatic bursts from ambient conditions we

could make use of the volumetric heat ca-

pacity up to the failure temperature. The

thermal conductivity of the fuel is not im-

portant except for the thermal shock con-

siderations.

When the burst is superimposed on the

steady state pov;ers, the fuel temperature

constraint equation changes to

1
FOM PDCD

(2)

where Q is the steady state power density

in the test fuel (about 2 kW/cc). y^AT.

is the sum o£ the temperature drops at

steady state across driver fuel, fuel-clad

interface, and the coolant film, normalized

to unit power density in the driver fuel.

Tc is the bulk coolant temperature at the

point of maximum fuel temperature. Note

that CQ is now the average specific heat

of the fuel between steady state operating

temperature (Tc + oVjiT.̂ ) and the fuel

failure temperature. Thus the best fuel

for bursting from ambient conditions may

not be the best for steady state conditions

preceding the burst. Equation (2) shows

that the maximum allowable energy deposi-

tion in the test region, under the con-

straint of driver fuel failure temperature,

depends not only on the specific heat of

the driver fuel but also on the thermal

conductivity of the fuel, and the heat trans-

fer characteristics of the coolant and of

the fuel-clad interface with its usual ex-

pansion gap. The design of the fuel ele-

ment configuration is of extreme importance

in Class III operation.

Class III operation, by definition, en-

tails test section operation at prototypic

powers for days or weeks. Thus cladding of

the driver fuel elements is likely to be

mandatory although unclad Class III opera-

tion has not been ruled out. If frequent

bursting causes cracking of the driver fuel,

which is fairly likely, then the clad will

be required for structural strength and

stability. The constraint equation for the

clad failure temperature involves transient

heat transfer phenomena and cannot be de-

scribed by a simple analytic equation like

(1) or (2). This treatment is left to

Chapter VII. In VII-B-1, however, optimi-

zations are made on the thickness of the

gap between the fuel and the clad so that

the clad failure temperature is not reached

long before the fuel failure temperature

constraint occurs, or vice versa. The

mechanism being optimized is the rate at

which haat is transferred to the clad dur-

ing the cooldown.

Figure 2 is a plot of the volumetric

enthalpy between initial Class III operat-

ing fuel temperature, T., and the fuel

failure temperature as a function of T^,

for the three primary fuel candidates.

Conservative failure temperatures were

chosen; they were 1900 K for the UOn-Cr,

2200 K for BeO-UO.,, and 2600 K for the

ROVER fuel. These temperatures are at

least 100° below t'.s observed melting points.

The enthalpy values corresponded to compo-

sitions of interest f.or safety test facility

applications. The curve for PuCU-UO., is

not shown in Fig. 2. With an estimated

conservative fuel failure temperature of

2600 K the curve for PuO2-UO2 is identical

to the ROVER fuel within the experimental

uncertainties.

It can be seen from the figure that
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Fig. 2. Volumetric enthalpy in kj/cm be-
tween T. and estimated fuel failure
temperature.

BeO-UO- is the T.iost premising burst-from-

ambient fuel of the three (initial tempera-

ture 300°K). In the steady state mode it

is superior until the initial fuel tempera-

tures are about l40U°K after which the

ROVER fuel appsars more promising. Based

on heat enthalpy alone the cermet fuel is

inferior to the other two over the whole

range. This is mainly due to its signifi-

cantly lower failure temperature.

As mentioned previously, in burst-from-

steady state operation other factors take

on importance, such as the thermal conduc-

tivity of the fuel and the type of coolant.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the influence of

these factors on the maximum energy that

can be deposited in the test region basad

on the constraint of maximum allowable

driver fuel temperature in Eq. (2).

The starting point for the comparison

of fuel materials and geometries was the

steady state heat transfer study reported

in Appendix A. Based on a steady state

operating power in the test region of 2000

watts/cc of fuel, maximum fuel temperatures

for the three fuels were calculated as a

function of driver fuel diameter and FOM

Fig. 3. Max bursi. enevgy deposition vs FOM
reactor for candidate fuels.

10
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Sodium cooled h=4.0 W/cm2-°K
NB. only constroint is mox. fuel temp.

Fuel

Fom Factor

Fig. 4. Max burst energy deposition vs FOM
factor for candidate fuels.
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Cos cooled h=04 watt/cm2-°K
NB. only tonstramt is max fuel temp

Fig. 5. Max burst energy deposition vs FOM
factor for candidate fuels.

with fairly conservative heat transfer co-

efficients for sodium and gas cooling, 4.0

and 0.4 watts/cm -°K respectively. The

burst energy depositions requxred to reach

(adiabatically) the conservative fuel fail-

ure temperatures were then calculated as a

function of the FOM. Figure 2 indicates

that at a large FOM value of 10, of the

order of 9 kJ/g could be deposited in the

test fuel before BeO-UO, driver fuel melts

when sodium cooling is used, and about 7.5

kJ/g when gas cooling is employed. The E

values for the ROVER fuel and UO_-Cr fuels

are significantly lower. As we move down

the FOM scale the initial fuel temperatures

will increase. The thermal conductivity of

BeO-UO2 is about 5% lower than the ROVER

fuel which is in turn about 10% lower than

the cermet fuel. The sodium cooled curve

for the ROVER fu«»l is nearly always below

that of the sodium cooled BeO-UO, fuel, but

the gas cooled counterparts intersect at an

FOM value around 6.0. It will be seen later

that FOM values of 8 or so might be attain-

able when the test fuel is fully enriched,

but if normal prototypic fuel is used then

FOM factors in the range 2 to 4 only are

feasible depending on the number of pins in

the test region.

Figure 3 also indicates that if a fa-

cility is designed to have more than one

type of material in the driver and converter

regions (the ANL design has all three fuels) ,

then with sodium cooling, for example, the

design FOM values in zones containing

BeO-UO2, (UCZrC)-C, and UO2-Cr will have to

be optimized in the ratio 1:1.2:1.35; ("the

chain is as strong as its weakest link").

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the effects

of fuel pellet diameter on E for sodium

cooling and gas cooling, respectively. For

sodium cooling the difference between 6.4

mm (0.25 inj and 12.7 mm (0.50 in.) diameter

fuel is only about 0.4 kJ/g or less in E

for each fuel over the whole range of FOM

values. Turning to Fig. 5 for the gas

cooled situation the gains in E capability

in going from a 12.7 mm to a 6.4 mm fuel

diameter are mucb larger, amounting to 1.5

kJ/gm in the case of the cermet. Depending

on where the specific design is on the FOM

scale, differences in E of 0.4 or 1.5 kJ/g

could range in significance from a useful

bonus to a viable/non-viable design situa-

tion.

It must be emphasized that the fore-

going analysis and discussion is semi-

quantitative. However, it does illustrate

the complexities and types of trade-offs

that are inherent in Class III conceptual

design studies. For any particular set of

design objectives there is an optimum con-

figuration of core materials.

C. Mechanical Properties

Since the minimum exponential period

during the burst will not be less than 1 ms

in the STF designs being studied, thermal

shock will be nonexistent. Any mechanical

problems associated with the fuel will be

the result of thermal stresses at steady

power levels and during the cooldown

11



following the transient.

Thermal .••'tesses are produced by non-

linear temperature gradients. Thus the two

factors which can reduce thermal stress are

a high fuel conductivity and a small fuel

pin diameter. The factors which can re-

duce thermal stress failure of the fuel are

a high modulus of rupture in the fuel and a

strong restraining clad.

At the present time the state of know-

ledge atout the capabilities of BeO/UO2 and

PuO2-0-2 to withstand repeated bursts in an

STF facility operating in the Class III mode

is somewhat fragmentary. In the case of

PuOjUO^ fuel there is the experience gained

from transient operation of SEFOR which

survived eight super-prompt critical bursts

with peak energy densities in the bursts

varying from 60 to 105 J/g starting from

steady state power densities in the range

20 to 70 watts/cc.3 The diameter of the

SEFOR fuel was 21.5 mm. It will be demon-

strated in Chapter IV that a mixed oxide

fuel in Type A STF facility will have to

withstand multiple bursts of about 400 J/g

starting from steady state powers of around

350 watts/cc. The fuel diameter in such a

system will probably be about 6.35 mm.

The question is how far can the SEFOR

experience be extrapolated to predict the

probable behaviors of PuO2~UO2 in the pro-

jected STF environment? Using the above

.data it can be seen that the steady state

temperature drop across the SEFOR fuel was

about 2.4 times greater than the drop would

be in the STF. Thus the steady state ther-

mal stresses in SEFOR would be greater,

other factors being equal. On the other

hand the adiabatic temperature rise in the

STF fuel will be about 750 X higher than

was the case in SEFOR because of the factor

of four in the burst energy density. This

might result in larger surface stresses as

the sodium cools the STF fuel. More infor-

mation is required on the details of the

STF fuel pin design and comparative thermal

stress calculations for SEFOR and STF are

needed before any definitive answers can be

given to the above question.

In the case of the BeO/UO2 fuel the

preliminary results of some recent Sandia

experiments on 25/1 and 40/1 molecular ra-

tios have been published. Small samples

of highly enriched BeO/UO2 (1/4 in. diam

by 1/2 in. long) were tested in the Annular

Core Pulse Reactor (ACPR). These samples

were prepared by cold pressing at 40,000

psi followed by sintering at 1700°C in

hydrogen for one hour. The resulting mate-

rial was about 95% of the theoretical dens-

ity with an average CJO2 particle size of

about 7u- The samples were burst in a

molybdenum container in a helium atmosphere.

The thermal spectrum of ACPR caused a de-

pression in the energy deposition in the

fuel corresponding to 1.11 and 1.16 in the

40/1 and 25/1 samples, respectively.

As summarized in the SANDIA report:

"The 40/1 samples survived single and

multiple pulse tests up to 1870 K (average) .

At 2120 K three out of four samples sur-

vived the initial test but suffered delayed

fracture several days later. No 40/1 sam-

ples survived testing above 2270 K. The

25/1 samples exhibited similar behaviors

but with a lower fracture temperature of

about 1450 K due to a more severe tempera-

ture profile."

The delayed fracture was believed to

be the result of moisture in the sample.

It was also believed that hot pressing of

the samples will produce a pellet of 99% TD

which might give significant improvement in

performance.

Again, extrapolation of the results to

the STF environment is tenuous. The power

density profile i- almost flat across the

50/1 BeO/UO2 driver fuel in the reference

STF design the fuel diameter of which is

twice that of the Sandia pellets. On the

other hand the Sandia pellets were uncon-

strained whereas the cladding on the STF

fuel is likely to give some support to the

fuel. It is not certain how well stress

analysis can aid the extrapolation since

Sandia calculations showed discrepancies
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with measurement (the calculated hoop

stresses were greater than literature

values of modulus of rupture for pellets

which did not fail) but comparative rather

than absolute calculations might be more

meaningful. Further experiments planned at

Sandia on larger and more dense samples

should prove valuable.

In the context of STF driver fuel pins

there is the question of how one defines

"survival" after repeated bursts. Obvious-

ly, rupture or melting of cladding is a

reasonable criterion for non-survival. The

degree to which internal cracking of the

fuel pellets can be tolerated is difficult

to quantify since it depends to a large

extent on the direction of the cracks.

Usually, large radial cracks can be toler-

ated because the thermal conductivity paths

are largely uninterrupted. This type of

cracking is characteristic of PuO2~UO2
fuels, as was observed - the SEFOR fuel.

A systematic fuel development and testing

program will probably be required before an

STF design can be finalized.

D. Neutronic Properties

Selection of materials on the basis of

their neutronic properties is also of para-

mount importance in STF design optimiza-

tions. These properties have a direct

effect on many of the prime performance

parameters, e.g., FOM, max to min power ra-

tio across test region, and core size.

Poor neutronic characteristics were

the major reasons why ROVER and UO^-Cr

fuels were removed from the prime candidates

list. At the fissile concentrations re-

quired to produce reasonable FOM values the

two fuels had too small a reactivity mar-

gin, which resulted in large core sizes and

heat removal requirements.

The neutronic properties of the two

prime fuel candidates, BeO/UO, and PuOj-UOy

are quite different in their ranges of

interest for STF designs. The Sandia re-

sults reported in the previous section in-

dicate that BeO to UO., molecular ratios

should be at least 40/1 for good thermal

stress resistance. On the other hand ratios

much higher than 40/1 are not very reactive

(i.e., the k values are too low). To
00

allow for the reactivity penalties of diag-

nostic viewing slots in the reactor, which

might be as high as 10% Ak/k, plus other

control and leakage effects, the k^ of the

fuel-clad-coolant configuration should be

at least 1.4. At the uranium atom density

corresponding to 50/1 BeO/UO, fuel which i:->

used in the reference design to be described

in this report an average U enrichment

of between 50 and 60% is required to pro-

duce good FOM values. In the case of

PuO2-UO2 fuel with no light compound diluent

the required Pu/U+Pu ratio is around 20%.

However since the fuel in the test and in

the driver is of the same form, the FOM is

roughly the ratio of the enrichments in the

two regions. Unless an extremely large

driver volume is used no significant burst

capability is possible with prototypic fuel

in the test of a PuO2~UO2 driven STF.

The advantage of the flat power dis-

tribution across the large test region of a

Type B facility with a PuO2~UO2 driver may

not be applicable in the Type A facility

where the focus of interest is on the cen-

tral pin. It may be necessary to have a

graded fissile density across the test re-

gion so that failing outer test pins do not

interfere with observation of the central

pin.

Correlated with the spectrum of the

driver core is the effective prompt neutron

lifetime of the system. At 50/1 molecular

ratios the lifetime of the BeO/UO, drivers
—6is sufficiently short (5 x 10 s) to allow

narrow burst widths to be achieved.

Although the neutron absorption in gas

coolant is negligible and k^ values of gas

cooled configurations are high, the general

neutron leakage plus channel streaming asso-

ciated with gas cooled drivers coupled with

the likely requirement of refractory clad-

ding removed gas cooling from the list of

coolant candidates. Sodium coolant with

stainless steel cladding is an acceptable
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combination, neutronically, even in the epi-

thermal BeO/UO2 fueled systems.

E. Conclusions

From the foregoing discussion of the

neutronic, thermal, and mechanical proper-

ties of possible materials for a Type A STF

design, two fuel-clad-coolant combinations

have been selected for more detailed study

in a reference design: BeO/UO2 (50/1 -

stainless steel - sodium; and PuO,-UO2 -

stainless steel - sodium.

IV. NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS

A. Multigroup Cross Section Generation

The neutronic calculations for the

study were based on the broad group cross

section set FTR 300S. This is an ENDFB/2

set adjusted to give k _- and cross section

ratios comparable to ENDFB/3 for dilute fast

reactors. The 42 group structure which is

given in Table A-I of Appendix A includes a

thermal group. For most of the groups the

lethargy interval is 0.5 except around some

of the important resonances in oxygpn, iron,

and sodium, in which cases narrower inter-

vals were used. Set FTR 300S was construc-

ted for FTR shielding studies which explains

the structure below the 28-keV iron reso-

nance where the S-wave interference dip

acts as a window. Set 300S does not con-

tain niobium and zirconium and so these

were addsd from ENDFB/4 data file.

For reasons of economy and efficiency

the 42 group cross sections were group col-

lapsed to 20 broad groups using the 1DX

multigroup diffusion theory code. The

collapsed group structure is shown in Table

A-I of Appendix A and consists of unit

lethargy intervals for all but the thermal

group. For the various driver fuel-clad-

coolant configurations, infinite medium

geometry was used to calculate the weight-

ing fluxes for the group collapse. Since

the resulting macroscopic cross sections

would be used in transport calculations,

the transport cross section rather than the

diffusion coefficient was averaged in the

collapsing process.

The rationale for the infinite medium

calculations was twofold. First, it re-

duced the problem size for each of a large

number of parametric driver compositions.

Second, the output of 1DX yielded a value

of k m for each composition and this param-

eter is a useful indicator of the ability

of a particular configuration to achieve

criticality in a finite system with possibly

several diagnostic instrumentation slots

penetrating the core.

The 1DX code employs the Bondarenko

f-factor table approach in computing reso-

nance self-shielding cross sections, inter-

polations being made over a range of tem-

peratures and effective potential scatter-

ing cross sections. In the LASL STF stud-

ies two versions of the 1DX heterogeneity

algorithm were used. An earlier and more

elementary version was used in the general-

ized scoping studies reported in a previous

study, the main results from which are re-

ported in tl" Appendix to this report. In

this version only one parameter is used to

characterize the self-shielding conditions

namely the heterogeneity constant X which

is defined

X = 4(Vf V m)/S f

where V, is the volume of fuel in the cell,

V is the volume of moderator in the cell,

and S, is the surface area of fuel in the

cell.

The modified and improved heterogene-

ity algorithm of 1DX employs the relation-

ship described by Hummel et al.

.(f)
(l-C)A

111 + (A-1)C]N.

where: a ,k is the effective total cross

section per atom of fuel isotope k? E^ 'is

the macroscopic total cross section in fuel

including isotope k; N k is the atom density

of isotope k in fuel region; A is the Levine
8 —parameter ; 1 is the mean chord length of



fuel; and C is the Dancoff factor. For

cylindrical geometry an A value of 1.35 was

used. The value of C was calculated from
9

the Bell formula

C =

The principal difference between the

results obtained from the two algorithms
238

lies in the higher U capture cross sec-

tions in the later version, an effect which

is due primarily to the Levine factor in-

creasing the effective potential scattering

in the fuel-moderator mixture. The A fac-

tor was introduced by Levine to improve the

calculation of resonance escape probability

in fuel lumps.

Group collapsed macroscopic cross sec-

tions for regions other than the driver

region were generated using the 42 group

flux distributions from a one-dimensional

calculation of the reactor.

The resonance self-shielding treatment

used for the test region fuel requires a

more detailed description. In Lhe previous

scoping studies (summarized in the Appendix

to this report) a single macroscopic cross

section set was generated for the test fuel

independent of the size of the test region.

It was assumed that each test fuel pin was

in an array of infinite extent. In prac-

tice the outer row of test pins would be

less self shielded than the inner rows

since the neutrons reaching the outer row

from the driver would have to pass through

a fairly thick region of scattering mate-

rial (sodium and steel) which would effec-

tively fill in the resonance depression in

the incoming spectrum. In epithermal sys-

tems the power distribution across the test

region will be sensitive to cross section

treatment and since this power distribution

is of importance to the design and inter-

pretation of the experiments ir was felt

that a more sophisticated treatment should

be used in the conceptual design studies

than was used in the preliminary studies.

An exact treatment of the power dis-

tribution in the test pin bundle calls for

an elaborate Monte Carlo calculation. This

is beyond the scope of the current study.

The approach adopted was to assume that the

outer row or test fuel pins could be approx-

imated by a linear combination of resonance

self-shielded cross sections corresponding

to isolated pins and an infinite array of

pins. The proportions of the two macro-

scopic cross sections were based on the

radial angle subtended by the other test

pins on each of the outside pins. The inner

rows of fuel pins were assumed to be in an

infinite array. Using this recipe the fol-

lowing combinations were used for the outer

row of each test bundle size:

Test Bundle

37 pins

19 pins

7 pins

Infinite
Lattice I

0.444

0.417

0.333

Isolated
Lattice E

0.556

0.583

0.667

Compared with the initial scoping stud-

ies which used both the more elementary

resonance self-shielding 1DX algorithm anc*

the infinite array assumption the ratios

of maximum to minimum power across all of

the different sized test pin bundles are

significantly greater in the current calcu-

lations. For example in a 37 pin bundle

driver, by a 50/1 BeO/UO2 fueled driver the

maximum to minimum in the power distribu-

tion increases from 1.21 to 1.34. This is

due primarily to the increased fission

cross sections in the outer row resulting

from the lower resonance self-shielding,

This effect would also reduce the FOM value

by about the same proportion.

B. Infinite Medium Calculations

As mentioned previously the scope of

the parametric studies for the design se-

lection process of a Type A facility has

been narrowsd consiierably as a result of

the information gained from the initial

scoping studies. Two basic fuel types were

calculated with the new 1DX heterogeneity

algorithm, namely BeO/UOj and PuOj-UO,.

The ROVER (UC-ZrC)-graphite fuel suffers

from the disadvantage of too low a k ,
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TABLE 1
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T/.I1LF I I
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12.7 • » Fuel DU
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F. • 10.0*
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I . J1O
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* • oi..'t

0* B.U.

o; n.v.

s: B.U.

to; B.U.
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S*. B.U.
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i . l i i

1.111
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l.SSS

1. in**

1.7 VI

1 .O7t.

1.010

1 -hfi«

I .SHI

l.n.i

1.013

i .*•*:

resulting in low FOM values or too large

he-*-, removal requirements. Gas cooling

wi•.,. refractory metal cladding has disad-

vantages which appear to outweigh the ad-

vantages in the areas of both neutronics

and thermal hydraulics. Currently, there-

fore only sodium cooled and stainless

steel clad BeO/UO, nnd PuO2-UO2 are being

calculated.

The infinite medium 1DX calculations

were performed primarily to generate group

collapsed macroscopic cross sections for

each of the fuel-clad-coolant configura-

tions, but they provided also values of k^

which is a useful indicator of the neu-

tronic potential of the fuel. Temperature

dependence(300 K, 1200 K, and 2100 K) and

burn-up dependence(5% and 10% BU) were also

included in the studies. In the case of

the PuO2-UO2 some internal breeding (IBR =

0.4) was assumed and included, but no

credit for breeding was taken in the BeO,/

UOj cases because the average enrichment in

the latter is much higher (over 50% com-

pared with under 20% in the BeO/UO, cores)•

1. BeO-UO., Configurations. Table I

shows the values of k^ calculated for var-

ious BeO/UO2 configurations. The emphasis

on the 3eO/UO2 ratio of 50/1 is the result

of previous work which points to this ratio

as the optimum one for STF designs. The

lower ratio (20/1) gives too small a FOM

value and is likely to have poor thermal

Coo 1 niu
Pii/lUm

nt..ji Fuel. 0.3BI no Ttilrk SS ClaJ.

WOK
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stress properties. The higher ratio (100/1)

results in high maximum to minimum power

ratios in the test region and has too small

a reactivity reserve. The 50/1 BeO/UO2
forms the basis of the current reference

design.

It is of interest to note that burn-up,

which in these calculations involves re-

ducing the U atom density by 5 and 10%

and adding the equivalent numbers of fis-

sion product pairs, has a negligible effect

on the Doppler effect as indicated by

(Ak^/k^JAT. The effect of burnup on k^

appears to be nearly linear over the range

from 0 to 10%.

2. Mixed PUOT-UO^ Configurations,

values forTable II shows the ^ JJ

driver configurations with a fuel pellet

diameter exactly one half of that of the

BeO/UO2 fuel to allow for the reduced ther-

mal conductivity of the former. The burn-
239

up is simulated by removing 5% of the Pu

atoms and replacing them with thr same

number of fission product pairs, and then

adding 0.4 times the number of atoms of
239

Pu removed to allow for internal breed-

ing. The effect of internal breeding is to

make the tk .k^ due to 5% burn-up signifi-

cantly less than in the BeO/UO, cores.



TABLE I I I

V/o Na
Coolant

151

251

3 .

P U O J - U O J DRIVER FUELS

. Fissile Atoms \
'fissile + Fertile Atomsi

0.10

0.932

0.10

0.932

Plutonium vs U.

UOj
Driver

1.046

2.13*

1.041

3.127

In

COMPARISON OF k^s BETWEEN BeO/UO2 AND
DeO/U02-Pti02 DH1VER FUELS

PuO;,-UO2

Driver

1.101

2.692

1.091

2.679

In the hard

spectrum oxide systems there is a distinct

neutronic advantaae in using plutonium
235

rather than U as the driver fissile mate-

rial. This is shown in Table III which

compares kms for UO2 and PuO2~UO2 configu-

rations. On the other hand the situation

is not as obvious for the BeO fuel. Table

IV shows U to have a clear advantage in

k.̂  for the 30* enriched cases, but the

situation is reversed for the 93.2% cases.

This is attributed to the high value of

alpha (capture to fission ratio) associated

with plutonium in the lower energy spectrum.

The highly enriched fuels have harder spec-

tra than the lowly enriched fuels.

For the reference STF design which is

described later in this report the average

driver enrichment is such that the reac-

tivity differences between Pu and 235U

fueled systems are small. On the other

hand the B g f f of the Pu fueled system isabout half that of a 235
U fueled reactor.
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Fig. 6. DTF geometry, 37 test pins.
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0.30
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0.J0
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BiO/P

1.

1 .

J .

1 .

0 .

1.

uO^-UO,

301

B99

0»5

s;2

989

<.;e

Be

1

1

1

1

1

1

°"J02

.537

.800

.240

.679

.196

.617

This could be a significant advantage if

problems arise in the area of burst kinetics

and shutdown control.

The use of plutonium in tht ROVER fuel

might lead to sufficiently increased k
CO

values to warrant reconsideration. However

the trade-offs between Pu at U fuels for

STF driver include political and safety in-

tangibles which have not been included in

the scope of this report.

C. Reactor Model

1. Test Region. For the purpose of

the neutronic calculations the test pin

bundle of up to 37 pins was assumed to be

contained in a central thimble with re-

entrant coolant flow. Since this arrange-

ment would result in more structural mate-

rial between the test fuel and driver core

than would a nonre-entrant loop the r.eu-

tronics calculations are conservative.

Figure 6 shows the boundaries (as used in

the transport calculations) of the test

region components for a 37 pin bundle. The

test region was divided into an outer ring

representing the outer row and an inner

region representing the inner rows. Apart

from the resonance self-shielding treatment

described in IVA the regions were considered

homogeneous. A permanent 10-mm thick in-

pile tube was assumed to separate the driv-

er from the downward flowing inlet sodium.

Another steel tube (2.8 mm thick) separates

the inlet sodium from the test bundle. The

outer radius of the in-pile tube is

17



nominally 65.7 mm.

2. Driver Region. The driver region

consists of cylindrical fuel elements on a

triangular pitch. Currently no subassembly

structure has been included in the driver

design although it is anticipated that the

engineering design will require it, at the

very least for reasons of extsaitious fuel

loading and unload!-VT. Such extra struc-

ture will not have a significant reactivity

jrfcct on the system. Conceptually, two

types of diagnostic slots penetrate the

driver, a hodoscope slot and a flash X-

radiography slot. These are described in

more detail in Section D2 of this chapter.

The one and two-dimensional transport theory

calculations could only take indirect cog-

nizance of these slots in that the paramet-

ric eigenvalue used in the transport calcu-

lations allowed for the reactivity worth of

the slots, which had been calculated using

a Monte Carlo Code.

In the current design no penetrations

of the active driver core by control rods

are being included. It is estimated that

all the necessary reactivity control, e.g.,

burst initiation, burst shutdown, and shim

control can be provided by poison blades

within the reflector. The possibility is

being investigated of gaining a large

amount of shutdown for loading operations

by inserting poison blades into the X-

radiography slot. Such blades would be in-

serted only after termination of the experi-

mental observations or in the event of a

failure of the independent burst shutdown

mechanisms and under circumstances that

would lead to driver melting.

3. Reflector Regions. A radial re-

flector of nickel cooled by air P0%) is

situated outside the core vessel. This

region will contain the necessary control

mechanisms in the form of poison blades and

rotating poison sectors which isolate the

core from the reflector.

In the two-dimensional calculations

upper and lower reflectors of sodium cooled

nickel were used, the thickness of each

being 300 mm which is the same as the radial

reflector. An extrapolated "ore height of

145 cm was used in the- ciie-dimensional

transport calculations.

D. Reactivity Requirements

1. Operational Requirements. Excess

reactivity is required in a Type A STF de-

sign to perform the following functions:

a. provide sufficient shutdown

margin during major operations! changes,

e.g., fuel reloading, test thimble inser-

tion. This should be of the order of $10

and, -vis mentioned above, in the current

reference design it is likely to be pro-

vided by poison blades which enter the X-

radiography slot.

b. compensate for the loss in

reactivity due to Doppler and expansion

power coefficients between zero power and

full steady state power. In the reference

design this is being provided by rotating

reflector drums with 120° segments of poi-

son plate attached. If high speed rotation

is required, and if inertial problems are

encountered then the rotating parts might

be cylindrical shells of steel with poison

segments. The required reactivity is esti-

mated to be about S3.

c. provide a reactivity inser-

tion of such a magnitude and at such a

rate as to initiate a power burst deposit-

ing up to several thousands J/g in the test

fuel in a time period of the order of 10 ms.

As will ba shown in Section VIB a reactiv-

ity magnitude of up to 2$ at. a rate of

approximately 50 $/s will be required. A

proposed method of attaining this ramp is

to accelerate, or prtaccelerate, ganged

vertical boron blades into spaces between

the reactor vessel and the reflector.

d. provide a negative insertion

of such magnitude ar.3 rate, and at the

required point in time after burst initia-

tion, to prevent damage to the driver from

the post burst power plateaus. It will be

shown that a negative reactivity of about

3$ inserted in a couple of hundred milli-

seconds can accomplish this.
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Case I

Case 3

Case 2

Case 4

Fig. 7. Monte Carlo geometries.

e. compensate for the loss in

reactivity due to burn-up of fissile mate-

rial in the driver and buildup of fission

products. A functional requirement of the

Type A facility being studied is to permit

preconditioning of the test fuel at full

power for many days prior to the burst. It

is premature to estimate how much burn-up

is desired or can be permitted between

driver reloadings. The amount depends on

many factors involving economics, safety

and the planned experimental program. A_

a first guess a burn-up of 10% is used for

the maximum average burn-up required. This

corresponds to about 40 days full power

operation with a maximum power density of

about 500 W/cc in the driver fuel. In terms

of a typical experimental program this might

mean a driver core reloading frequency of

the order of once per year. In the refer-

ence design 10% burn-up value would require

about $4 in reactivity control which can

again be provided by drum control.

2. Diagnostic (Instrument) Slots.

In order to obtain an estimate of the reac-

tivity loss associated with a hodoscope and/

or fJash X-radiography slot in the reactor,

Monte Carlo calculations were performed.

The three-dimensional continuous energy

code MCNK was applied to a nominal 55-cm-
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Case

I

II

III

TABLE V

MONTE CARLO k £ f f CALCULATIONS FOR

DIAGNOSTIC SLOT WORTHS

1.100

1.090

l.osa

Uncertainty
(1 0)

0.

0.

0.

32Z

313

.392

0

0

0

Ak/k

I

.0091

I

.0382

I

.0664

- II

± 0.0045

- Ill

i 0.0050

- IV

* 0.0055
IV 1.027

radius core fueled with BeO/UO2. The diag-

nostic slots extended only over the 122-cm

(4 ft) active height of the core. The

driver axial reflector composition (sodium,

stainless steel, and nickel) was modeled

above and below the slots. Calculations

were made for the four configurations shown

in Fig. 7, namely,

Case I : Reference core, no slots

Case II : Hodoscope only

Case III: Flash X-radiography slot only

Case IV : Hodoscope and flash X-

radiography slot.

The hodoscope was modeled as 90% steel and

10% void by volume. Although modeled as

100% void, it may be necessary to have min-

imal structural support material inside the

flash X-radiography slot. This is, of

course, undesirable from the standpoint of

signal attenuation.

Results of the calculations for these

four geometries are given in Table V. It

is noteworthy that although these cases

were all run in excess of 30 min on a CDC

7600 computer, the statistical uncertain-

ties remain fairly large. Nevertheless the

results clearly indicate that slots of this

type and size can be accommodated with less

than one-half of the 20% excess reactivity

designed into the transport calculations.

For a smaller driver core, e.g., 40 cm

radius, diagnostic slots of the sizes con-

templated will result in a relatively larg-

er reactivity loss. However, even for a

40-cm-radius core the reactivity loss will

probably be only about 10% Ak/k, which is

allowable within the framework of the cur-

rent design.

It is neither possible nor necessary

to model a}?, of the reactor design details

in preliminary conceptual design studies.

The one- and two-dimensional calculations

reported in the following sections did not ex-

plicitly model diagnostic slots or control

rods. Indirect allowance for their effect

on the neutronics were made by searching on

a parametric eigenvalue (k-f^) which in-

cludes the required excess reactivity. Over

the range of designs begin considered a k ,,

of 1.2 was estimated to be the maximum re-

quired. This includes all of the reactivity

effects described above except for the 10$

shutdown control, the core space for which

has already been accounted for in the Monte

Carlo calculations (i.e., the X-radiography

slot).

E. One-Dimensional Transport Theory Cal-

culations

1. Ungraded Drivers. Using the basic

cross sections and the macroscopic cross

section preparations described in Section

IVA, an extensive set of paramtcric calcu-

lations was performed with BeO/UO2 and

PuO_-UO2 single enrichment zone drivers.

The one-dimensional transport theory code

DTF in the S, approximation was used in all

cases.

a. BeO/UO2 Fueled Drivers. For

the BeO/UOj cases a constant sodium coolant

fraction of 15% was used. The following

parameters were varied in the study:

Test Pin Enrichment (37 pins) - FTR fuel

- FTR fuel with ura-

nium enrichment of

93.2% 2 3 5 U .

Driver Fuel Diameter - 6.3 5 mm (1/4 in)

and 12.7 nun (1/2 in)

BeO/UO2 Molecular Ratio - 20:1, 50:1, and

100:1

Outer Radius of. Driver - 400 mm, 550 mm,

and 700 mm.
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TABLZ VI

BeO/UO, PWUHTnilC SVlOi RESULTS

f r i t leal* Teat
fu«l IIUm Sol. H.U

12.70 "

1.3^ M: l
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b. V, lfl-,.1

12.70
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7 1 . 4
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»
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••
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49.2
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27.6

1.09
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1.14

1 . 6

2.0

2 . 0

2.4

2 4 ?

2 4 3

3 5 4

3 5 5

1.22 3.10 272

1.33 3.70

The results of the parametric

study are shown in Tables VI and VII, for

the highly enriched FTR and the prototypic

FTR test fuel, respectively.

A number of trade-offs are evi-

dent from the tables. It will be shown in

Section VI that an FOM of about 4 or larger

is required to deposit an energy burst of

37 PIS HtCHLY EltlUCHrD TEST FUEL
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Coolant
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the required magnitude (about 2500 J/g) if

a mechanical shutdown device can be relied

upon to be initiated within a few hundred

milliseconds after burst termination. If

reliability of the mechanical device cannot

be assumed then an FOM oi about 6 or more

might be needed for the driver to remain in-

tact. From the cost viewpoint the heat re-

moval requirements (in the power) of the

facility and also the size of the facility

would be kept low. On the other hand if

irradiation and bursting of normal FTR test

pins is a minimum requirement of the facil-

ity being designed, then a 55-cm-radius

driver fueled with 50:1 BeO/UO, appears to

be the most attractive design option for

further study. The 12.7-mm fuel diameter

case offers a FOM of around 10 for highly

enriched FTR fuel with a power output of

around 80 MW. If the capability to burst

prototypic pins is necessary then it will

be shown in the next section how, with a

graded enrichment in the driver and 19 pro-

totypic test pins, an FOM of nearly 4 can

be achieved. However, the nominal power

output for this operation is in excess of

300 MW.

b. Fueled Driver. The

results of the parametric study for the

Pu)2~
UO2 driver fuel are given in Table VIII,
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All the calculations were performed for a

core radius of 55 cm. The isotopic compo-

sition of tne plutonium was assumed to be

identical to that of the FTR fuel used in

the test reqion (86.5% Pu , 11.9% Pu ,

and 1.6% Pu ) .

The excess reactivity required to

operate the mixed oxide core is expected to

be significantly less than that for the

BeO/UOj system due to:

i. a substantial internal breeding

ratio which will reduce the reactivity

losses due to burn-up,

ii. a Doppler coefficient which is a

driven systems are significantly higher

than for BFJ/UO, cores, a direct result of

the lower FOM values.

2. Graded Enrichment Driver Studies,

a. Introduction. Enrichment

T3k
factor of two or more smaller (in —^= units

T3k
rather than -yf/&e££' •

 a n d

iii. a S -c which is about a factor ofexf
two smaller, thus reducing the control need-

ed for burst initiation and termination.

In view of these reduced requirements the

parametric k ff was varied from 1.1 to 1.3

to ascertain the sensitivity of the facil-

ity performance to the required excess re-

activity.

Even with a required k ,f of 1.1,

which is probably a lower limit, the figure

of merit is only between 6 and 7 for highly

snriched FTR test pins. In practice the

very low thermal conductivity of PuO2-UO2
mandates the use of thinner fuel elements

so the FOM is closer to 6. Thus, no sig-

nificant burst capability is possible with

prototypic mixed oxide fuel. An obvious

attribute of the PUOT-UO., driver systems

is the very flat power distributions across

the test region, but in a Type A facility

this is probably a weak criterion compared

with the FOM value or the heat removal re-

quirements.

The prompt neutron lifetime of a

STF facility driven by a PuO.,-UO2 fueled

driver would be comparable to that of a

typical LMFBR. However, this characteris-

tic does not offer a distinct advantage

over BeO/UO2 fuel since burst exponential

periods as low as 1 ms can be achieved in

drivers fueled with the latter. The heat

removal requirements in Type A PuO2~UO2

grading has been employed in many reactor

designs and for various reasons. Specific

to this design, some of the more important

effects of enrichment grading are: an in-

creased FOM due to the flattened driver

power profile; an increased heat removal

requirement, if the larger FOM is to be

fully utilized; nearly simultaneous burnup

of all fuel pins; a reduced Doppler feed-

back, due to an increased average enrich-

nent; and an increased reflector worth

(more reflector control capability). Al-

thouch power reactor designs generally have

only two or three enrichment zones (for

economic reasons), test reactor designs

are not necessarily subject to this con-

straint, affording a potentially wide range

for optimization.

b. Calculatiional Model. The

same cross sections and method of analysis

(DTF-IV) were employed in this part of the

study as in the previous sections. In or-

der to assess the various effects of enrich-

ment grading, both the 40-and 55-cm radius

BeO/uO2 fueled and the 55-cm-radius PuO,,-

UO_ fueled cores were power flattened step-

wise radially in 10 intervals. The ten

driver enrichment zones were chosen to be

of nearly equal thickness. Slightly thin-

ner zones were selected near the inner and

outer core radii due to the sharper flux

gradients in those legions. No considera-

tion has been given to axial grading within

the fuel pins since there are undesirable

safety implications.

c. Results. The enrichment and

power densities in the 40-and 55-cm BeO/UOj

and 55-cm PuOj-UO- fueled driver cores are

illustrated in Figs. 8, 9, and 10, respec-

tively. Although the BeO/UO2 core a can

not be power flattened in the outer regions

for a 50/1 BeO/UO2 atom ratio, only a

slight reduction in this ratio (i.e., a
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slight increase in the UO_ loading) would

enable this to be realized. Due to rela-

tively low fissile atom enrichment in the

mixed oxide driver there is ample margin

for flattening the power, even to the outer

edge of the core.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 were based

on calculations in which the core and re-

flectors contained no control rods or poi-

sons and the radial reflector thickness was

equal to the 30-cm nominal design value.

Insei bed control rods, drums, etc.,, would

perturb these power density distributions

and would require a more detailed optimi-

zation of the enrichment grading based on

control effects over the expected core

lifetime.

For this unpoisoned, fully re-

flected reactor condition the effects of

the enrichment grading illustrated in Figs.
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TABLG -IX

EFFECTS OF ENRICWENT GRADING ON REACTOR CtU-.- ACTERISTICS

40-cm
BeO/UO2
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Ungraded

55-cm
BeO/UO;
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55-cm
PuO,-UO2
Graded
Ungraded
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Enrichment
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52.3
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flk/k
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IJ.0049
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8, 9, and 10, relative to their upgraded

counterparts, are brought out in Table IX.

In this table the results for

the graded drivers are presented as the

"numerators" and those for the ungraded

drivers as the "denominators." For those

parameters which are strongly dependent on

the number and enrichment of test pins

(i.e., FOM and reactor power), results are

presented for both single and 37 pin highly

enriched test specimens. The remaindrr of

the tabulated results differ only slightly

with changes within the test region and

thus may be considered nominal reactor

characteristics.

The following points are evident

and noteworthy from studying Table IX:

The FOM increase varies between 5% and

22%, an attractive gain which is due to

the radial power flattening.

For the BeO systems the reactor power

remains essentially unchanged for the

same energy input into the test pins.

This results from two competing effects:

an increased FOM and an increased core

aversge specific power for the graded

drivers. However, if the increased FOM

is utilized to upgrade the test capa-

bilities (i.e., higher test power '.evels

and energy densities or, alternatively

testing of lower enrichment fuels) then

the design heat removal capability would

increase by roughly the FOM increase.

For the mixed oxide driver there is al-

most no flux depression across a 37 pin

highly enriched test bundle; thus, the

FOM and power change only slightly in

going from 3"1 to one test pin.

A substantial increase in the average

enrichment in the BeO cores results in

minimal Doppier (temperature) reactivity

changes. The explanation follows from

reexamination of Figs. 8 and 9. It is

clear that the graded drivers have lower
238

enrichments (i.e., more U) in the

inner core regions where the neutron im-

portance (Doppier weighting) is higher,

explaining the relative insensitivity of

the Doppier to enrichment grading.

Decreasing the driver radius from 55 to

40 cm increases the total reflector

worth approximately 60% for the BeO

cores. This is very significant as the

reference design was based entirely on

reflector control for all reactivity re-

quirements, with the possible exception

of safety rods which could be inserted

into the flash X-radiography slot.

Those entries in Table IX for the PuO_-UO2
driver which were "not available" are

qualitatively explained as: (1) Doppier

reactivities should be similar for both

graded and ungraded drivers, as explained

previously for the BeO cores and (2) due
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Fig. 11. Power density across a 37 pin,
highly enriched test bu-idle.

tially ,'rom the outside to the center of

the test bundle thus obscuring, at least

partially (from the view of the diagnostic

instrumentation) the behavior of the inner

pins, particularly in the case of the nau-

tron hodoscope. Furthermore, the behavior

of the outer pins is of no interest to the

experimenter who wants to focus on the inner

pins in their more prototypic neutronic

thermal-hydraulic environment.

An obvious approach to this problem is

to grade tha fcissile atom density across

the test region so as to cause the central

pins to fail first. Vsble X shews the re-

sults of lowering the fissile density only

in the outer row, by reducing the enrich-

ment of the uranium component of the FTR

fuel, while maintaining the inner rows at

full enrichment. It is immediately appar-

ent from the table that lowering the outer

ring enrichment increases the FOMC a direct

consequence of the decreased outer aosorp-

tion which raises the central flux. The

maximum to minimum power ratio across the

to the harder spectrum the total reflector

worth should be greater for the mixed oxide

drivers than for the BeO fueled cores.

3. Enrichment Grading of Test Pins.

It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the larger

part of the power depression across a 37

pin highly enriched test bundle occurs in

the outermost row of test pins. In the

cylindrical reactor model the outermost

ring is located between the broken vertical

lines in this figure. The discontinuity in

the; cui.ve is a direct result of the differ-

ing cross sections used in the calculational

model.

Due to this power density profile, the

outer pins would run hotter in the steady

state, and receive more energy during a

burst than the inner pins. Qualitatively

this power density shape occurs for all

bundle sizes and test pin enrichments.

Thus, for test bundles containing pins all

of the same enrichment (in nominal BeO

driver spectrum) the pins will fail sequen-
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inner range increases, but is still fairly

flat across the inner 12 pins of the 19

pin bundle. The table column headed cen-

tral pin power density to outer pin power

density ratio provides an indication of how

soon after the inner pins fail, the outer

pins follow. A detailed, probably experi-

ment - specific analysis is required to

determine what the ratio should be to pre-

vent failure of the outer pins from ob-

scuring the view of the inner pins until

all the desired information on the former

has been recorded.

Table X also gives the cases of uni-

form normal FTR compositions across the

37, 19, and 7 test pin bundles. However,

the maximum to minimum power ratios are

still such that graded fissile densities

ar*_ likely to be required. Since the ura-

nium content of FTR fuel is depleted, re-

ductions in the plutonium concentration

will be necessary.

It would be very premature to attempt

to finalize the design of a Type h Safety

Test Facility without including a thorough

study of the possible alternatives in the

test region configurations that might maxi-

mize the utility (value) of the experiments.

The desired objectives and range ~f test

configurations should be integral parts of

a facility optimization study. This has

been beyond tha scope of the current study.

4. Reactivity Control Studies. The

reactivity requirements for BeO and PuO2-

UOj fueled driver cores were discussed in

Section D of this chapter. From cost, sim-

plified design, maintenance, and possibly

reliability standpoints it was considered

desirable, if possible, to provide all re-

activity control via absorbers in the re-

flector or by reflector motion, and in ad-

dition, to havt the reflector outside of

the core pressure vessel (and thus out of

the sodium environment).

The ruactivity effects for which con-

trol must be provided are: temperature

(Doppler p?.us axial < spansion) , burn-up

burst initiation, and operational shutdown

(i.e., during fuel changing). Table- XI

presents results for the first two of those

effects along with the total reflector

worth for the SeO and PuO,-UOj cores. The

axial uxpansion reactivity was obtained

from a two-dimensional analysis and is ex-

plained in the following section.

Since burst initiation and shutdown

require only 1 to 2% tk/k each, it is appar-

ent from this table that (with the possible

exception of operational shutdown for load-

ing/unload intii sufficient reactivity is con-

tained in the radial reflector to mept the

control requirements. What is not clari-

fied by this table is how the reflector

worth might be utilized for control of the

various reactivity effects. For example,

the slow control to compensate for burn-up

and the fast control for bursting and sub-

sequent shutdown.

Out'-:ard motion of reflector segments

either by rotation or translation is a

possibility. The undesirable features of

this type of control are two-folil: (1) Tt

may be difficult to insert and withdraw the

required reactivity in the short time nec-

essary for burst operation, due to the

large mass associated with reflector motion

equivalent to 1 or 2% Ak/k; and (2) Outward

reflector motion would require that biolog-

ical shielding not be close packed around

the reflector and the associated increased

radiation leakage could interfere with the

diagnostic detection systems.
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12. Reflector worth vs. reflector
thickness.

for the 5S-CK Bco fueled driver a ric-

-ii analysis of the radial reflector

worth has been made. FiQura 12 shows that

:> 30-ctn-thicfc, 90% dense nickel reflector

is essentially infinite.

Another alternative for reflector con-

trol, which docs not require outward mo-

tion, is to novc absorber sections within

the reflector, cither vertically or as

rotating drums actuated from abeve or be-

low. To study the feasibility of this

concept the reactivity worth of a boral

sheath between the cere and reflector was

evaluated. The borot. MJJS enriched to 100*

in B and the choice of boral as the ab-

sorber resulted frosr. the availability of

this absorbing isotope in the microscopic

cross-section set (FTR 300S).

Figure 13 shows the worth of a full

boral sheath (in the 55-cm graded BeO

driver) as a function of the sheath thick-

ness In less than an 8-mm thickness the

re^ jtivity worth of this boral sheatli is

7 •% of the total worth of the radial re-

flector, 0.065 vs 0.089.

4

$ 04 SOI 8*0 U0
Fi*it«. &£<*>
Omits c m

80

:•*»-.;. 13. Reactivity worth of boral pheath.

li a 1.0~cm-thicfc stainless steel ra-

tion. ~o iasdol a pressure Vessel, is inser-

ted between the core and bora; sheath in

the OTF geesetry. then the worth of an 8-snss

boral sheath drops to 85i of the value with-

out the pressure vessel, 0.053 vs 0.065.

For the 40-ess DeO graded driver the worth

of an 8-XK boral sheath (with a 1.0 an steel

region between it and the core) is 0,065

Thus movable absorbers its the reflector

appear to offer the necessary reactivity

control for all operations with the possible

execution of a safe shutdown margin during

refueling. This latter reati.repenc could

be satisfied by an absorber inserted ver-

tically into the flash S-radiography slot

fo»- refueling operations.

Preliminary considerations using ab-

sorber control in the reflector envision a

combination of (1) rotating reflector drums

or hollow cylinders which are faced with an

absorber over a 120u sector and (2) verti-

cally moving absorber pieces. The former

would be used for control of temperature

ai;d burnup effects whiob do not require

very fast motions, while the latter are en-

visaged for burst control. The core cross-

scctional view shown in Chapter VIII indi-

cates these possibilities.
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Fig. 14. TWOTRAN geometry.

The feasibility and type of reflector

control are strongly dependent on both the

snagnitude and energy of the neutrons leak-

ing (radially) from the core. From Table

IX it is apparent that the smaller, 40 cm

BeO driver with its relatively greater ra-

uial leakage has the potential for up to

60% more reactivity control than the 55 c.-n

core.

On the other hand the PuO2~UO2 core

with its hard neutron energy spectrum may

be difficult to control with absorbers in

the reflector, but would certainly offer

ample control via movable (outward) re-

flector segments.

F. Two-Dimensional Transport Theory Cal-

culations.

The two-dimensional Sn code, Tv.'OTRAN,

was the calculational tool used for studies

described in this section. The calcula-

tions used '.he same 20 group cross sections

and angular quadrature (S4) as in the one-

dimensional transport analysis. The nomi-

nal geon.etric and material model used in

the code is shown in Fig. 14. Minor alter-

ations to this model were made in order to

evaluate separate effects.

Two-dimensional calculations were per-

formed for two basic purposes, to provide

TABLE XII

COMPARISON OF TWOTRAN AND DTF CALCULATED RESULTS

Base
Case
k

TWOTRAN
DTF

eff

1.204
1.203

Total
Reflector
Worth,
Ak/k

Boral
Sheath
Worth,
Ak/k

0.089
0.089

0.066
0.067

normalizations (where required) for the

one-dimensional results and to evaluate

effects which are decidedly multi-dimen-

sional.

1. Normalization of One-Dimensional

Results. One important input parameter for

a one-dimensional (cylindrical) transport

calculation which is sometimes difficult to

accurately determine is the axial buckling.

Thus for the identical cases, excepting of

course axial reflectors and like regions

not included in the 1-D model, the accuracy

with which the axial buckling was determined

is reflected in the difference in the TWO-

TRAN and DTF k-eff's.

Other significant results which were

calculated in both one and two dimensions

were the total reflector worth and the

worth of a 1 cm boral sheath, without a 1-

cm steel region separating it from the core.

Table XII shows a comparison of the

one- and two-dimensional results which were

calculated for the 55-cm graded BeO driver.

The excellent agreement indicated that the

axial leakage had been adequately accounted

for in the DTF calculations. Therefore

two-dimensional calculations were not con-

sidered to be warranted at this stage of

the design effort for the 40-cm BeO and 55-

cm PuO2-UO2 fueled drivers.

2. Reactivity Effects Which Are

Largely Axial. The reactivity effects

which were investigated only in two dimen-

sions due to their decidedly non-radial

character were, (1) fuel pin axial expan-

sion during heating and (2) test pin com-

paction, removal, and replacement.
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a. Fuel Pin Axial Expansion.

As power changes occur in a reactor, fuel,

clad and coolant temperatures (and densi-

ties) also vary. The density changes in

the indi idual core components will, more-

over, occur on different time scales and

induce individual reactivity feedbacks of

not only widely varying magnitudes, but

also of potentially different signs.

The largest and thus most signi-

ficant reactivity feedback is associated

with density changes in the fuel. However,

due to the nature of the macroscopic driver

cell cross sections employed it was only

possible to change uniformly the density

of the driver fuel, clad, coolant combina-

tion in an analysis of this temperature

effect. Therefore, the coefficient of ex-

pansion selected for this purpose corres-

ponded to that of BeO, the fuel base. A

value of AL/L = 0.010 (600 K * 1600 K) was

taken from Ref. 13. As the nominal

design is power flattened the expansion

was assumed equal in all radial intervals.

The magnitude of this; effect was

given in Table XI of Section 3. A signifi-

cant point is that axial expansion feedback

is only a small fraction of the total tem-

perature reactivity effect (mainly Doppler).

Thus if fuel cracking, for example, should

lead to small fluctuations in the expansion

feedback, this would contribute negligibly

to the total feedback.

b. Test Pin Compactions, Removal,

Replacement. In order to estimate the max-

imum reactivity changes to be expected due

to test bundle effects in a Type A facility,

the geometries/material arrangements shown

in Fig. 15 were calculated. The significant

result is that even for the hypothetical un-

realistic test fuel recompaction the reac-

tivity effect is less than one dollar. It

is concluded from this result that unplanned

or unexpected prompt critical power bursts

in a BeO-UO, fueled Type A facility are not

credible.

V. THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

A. Summary

The effort in this area has been con-

centrated in the following three categories:

(1) development of analytical and cal-

culational models and methods to be used

both for preliminary, scoping parameter

surveys and for detailed design studies;

(2) broad parameter surveys involving

wide ranges of driver fuel rod designs,

coolant options, fuel specific power levels

(steady state) and burst energy depositions

and clad to coolant heat transfer coeffi-

cients; and

(3) specific anal' ses of both the final

design driver fuel pin/coolant geometry and

typical FTR test pins under a wide range of

test environments and conditions.

Categories (1) and (3) will be presented in

subsequent sections of this chapter. The

second area, (2), is reported in the Appendix

since the information contained therein

provides background relative to the selec-

tion of the final driver fuel pin/coolant

geometry and materials.
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An area which may have an impact on
the driver fuel and clad thermal operating
limits is the mechanical stability of the
fuel over the expected wide range of oper-
ating power densities and burst snerg-/ dep-
ositions. Since this fuel characteristic
will ultimately be investigated during a
fuels/fuel pin development program, thermal
operating limits can only be estimated at
this stage of the design study.
a. Models and Methods

For the analysis of steady state and
burst (and post-burst) operating conditions
in both test and driver fuel pins, the two-
dimensional time-dependent finite element

14

computer code, AVER, was employed. How-

ever, to minimize parameter surveys with

the AVER code, an analytic model was de-

veloped which enables a determination of

that fuel-clad gap conductance which bal-

ances the constrainrs of maximum allowable

fuel and clad temperatures.

1. Optimum Gap Conductance Model.

Although not unique, a model has been de-

veloped which optimizes the constraints of

maximum allowable fuel and clad tempera-

tures (for a specific combination of steady

state power and burst energy deposition).

Of course, any facility design will be re-

quired to provide a range of operating con-

ditions. Nevertheless, this optimization

model is valuable for scoping and discover-

ing trends over the range of "optimum" gap

conductances corresponding to a broad band

of operating conditions.

After basic core design decisions such

as maximum fuel and clad operating tempera-

tures have been set, an optimum conductance,

h , for the fuel-clad gap can be determined

such that:

>i is the constant which may be used to pref-

erentially weight the fuel or clad (r " 1

was used in the analyses which follow);

T' is the maximum clad temperature (the

prime denotes that this occurs post-burst);

and T , is the clad failure temperature,

or other limiting temperature.

The maximum clad temperature occurs

when the rate of change, <ST,/dt , is zero.

A heat bala'ics on the clad at th.it time

yields the relation:

Vc(Tc " V (2)

where; h is the coolant heat transfer co-

efficient; r is the clad outer radius;

r, ish is the fuel-clad gap conductance;

fuel outer radius; T is the local coolant

temperature; Tj s is the fuel surface tem-

perature, assumed constant at the maximum

value reached during the transient. The

approximate equality of the left and right

hand sides of Eq. (2) is due to the assump-

tion of constant transient fuel surface

temperature. Actually this is a small

effect for the short times involved (until

T^ is reached).

The fuel temperatures T, and T',

can be calculated for a specified fuel rod

axial location, x, from the equations:

Tf = _
2X

hcrc
(3)

and

Lfs 4X
(4)

Lff
= n rcf

(1)

T_ is the maximum steady statewhere:

fuel temperature;

temperature, or other limiting temperature

T f f is the fuel failure

where: X is fuel thermal conductivity;

Cf is fuel specific heat; Ex is local

specific energy deposition in the burst

[the same axial distribution relative to

the peak (m.i.dplane)value as for q̂ ' is

assumed]; and q̂ ' is local steady state

power density, given by
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Ml (5)

where: x is axial location of interest;

L is heated (active) length; q'" is mid-

plane (maximum) power density; and M is

constant for approximating a chopped sine

power distribution. The clad thermal con-

ductance is much hiyher thar. h or h
c cj

and thus has boon omitted from Eqs. (3)

and (4).

For constant coolant flow and specific-

heat and neglecting mixing duo to crossflow,

the local coolant temperature can be found

by integration using Eq. (5).

< rf L
= T i n •

me (--2Mj
cos H

- cos ?(-2M) +
Li

(6)

where: T i n is coolant inlet temperature;

m is coolant mass flow per fuel rod; and

c is coolant specific heat.

After combining equations !1), (2),

(3), and (4) and rearranging, there result

5 nondimensional parameters in a quadratic

equation for the non-dimensional optimum

gap conductance.

A + A[(B+1) (L-T) + (L+D)]

+ [(B+l)(L-T) + D - C] = 0

where

(7)

h_r
A is non-dimensional gap conductance = *? c

grg

B is non-dimensional steady steady-state
2Txhcrcpower = c c

r2q"'

T is failure temperature ratio = n

C is non-dimensional energy spike =

ff
rcf

k"vk

h r
D is Biot modulus = ^,

By using Eqs. (6) and (7) the optimum gap

conductance can be found for any fuel rod

axial location.

Axial locations that may be of inter-

est include the core midplane, and where

peak steady state fuel and clad temperatures

occur. Following the burst energy deposi-

tion, the peak transient temperatures will

be shifted toward the core midplane. The

a.:ial location of peak fuel temperature can

be found using Eqs. (3), (5), and (6), dif-

ferentiating T, with respect to and

setting the result to zero. The result is:

me (TI-2M)

max Tf --2M far

location, of the maximum clad tempera-

ture is found in a similar manner. Because

the location shifts during the transient,

maximum temperatures calculated for the

above axial locations will be slightly in

error, but not of sufficient magnitude to

influence the applicability of the model.

Thus for specified fuel rod materials

and dimensions, coolant flow rates and

burst and steady state energies and powers,

the previous equations can be used to de-

termine: 1) h ; 2) Tf; 3) T^; ?nd 4) T̂ , .

This set of closed-form equations has been

coded and has facilitated economical, use-

ful parameters studies which have provided

the bases and guidance for more detailed

and complete numerical analyses.

2. Finite-Element Fuel Rod Models.

The optimum gap model described above con-

tains certain assumptions and limitations

which can be removed by a numerical (com-

puter) analysis of the heat transfer prob-

lem. Among them were; constant materials

properties, constant fuel surface tempera-

ture post-burst, determination of axial

location of temperature maxima and neglect
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of transient fuel expansion effects on the

gap conductance, h . TO assess these ef-

fects two fine-mesh finite-element fuel

rod models were constructed and used in

the AVER computer code.

a. Fine Mesh Radial Model. This

model is one-dirnensional (axisynunetric cyl-

inder) , consisting of 50 finite elements in

the fuel, one in the gap and two in the

clad. The power density and coolant tem-

perature are specified by Eqs. (5) and (6).

Temperature-dependent, material properties

for fuels and ;lads were taken from refer-

ence 2. The model includes the effect of

the fuel rod's thermal expansion on the

gap conductance. Included also, but not

used in the cases studied, are latent heat

effects in the fuel rod.

Once an "optimum" value for h

is obtained from the analytical model pre-

diction (for a given set of power densities,

properties, coolant boundary conditions,

etc.), the corresponding parameters, includ-

ing h , are then input into the AYER

model. Results of these calculations rep-

resent improved estimates of fuel and clad

temperatures, both steady state and tran-

sient.

b. R-Z Model. This model is

two dimensional (axisymmetric cylinder),

consisting of a 12 x 80 (RxZ) finite ele-

ment mesh. It accounts for the same ef-

fects as the fine mesh radial model de-

scribed above and has been used primarily

for the survey calculations reported in

Appendix A. It will be relied upon for

the more detailed and refined calculations

accounting for the two-dimensional effects

such as axial power profiles,

C. Driver Pin Analysis

For the purpose of performing param-

eter variations limited to thermal charac-

teristics, the following materials and

geometry were selected:

fuel and fuel dimension = BeO, 12.7 mm o.d.

fuel-clad gap = 0.25 mm (10 mils)

clad and clad dimension = ss, 0.381 mm

(15 mils) thick

coolant volume = 15% of the cell volume.

In order to obtain estimates of cool-

ant flow velocities and heat transfer co-

efficients for the configurations of in-

terest, scoping coolant pressure drop cal-

culations were performed for the above

geometry. Figure 16 shows the heat trans-

fer coefficient, h , and friction pressure

drop, A , for sodium flowing in-line

through arrays of 91.4-cm -(3-feet) long,

14-mm-o.d. rods with a 15% coolant volume

fraction. The heat transfer coefficient

was determined from r<ef, is, neglect-

ing the beneficial effect of circumferen-

tial heat conduction in the clad. Thus

higher h
c's should be realized in practice,

but flow velocities greater than about 15

m/s and heat transfer coefficients above

50 kW/m2-K will be difficult to attain.

The most probable estimates for sodium

(with 15% coolant volume) are:

and

40 JcW/m -K

Ap =2.2 atm (33 psi) .

Figures 17 through 20 are based on

the "optimum gap conductance model."

Figures 17 and 18 show the variation of the

optimum gap conductance with q"' and E

(burst energy deposition) respectively.

These two plots indicate the range of
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Fig. 17. Cap conductance versus steady
state midplane power density.

desirable gap conductances for various re-

actor operating conditions. Figures 19 and

20 show the resulting fuel and clad temper-

atures for the same parameter variations as

in the previous two plots. Transient fuel

temperatures will obviously become exces-

sive before the clad temperature limits are

approached. Transient clad temperatures do

not exceed 800 K, a value certainly consis-

tent with stainless steel clad; and, in

steady state fuel temperatures are less than

1100 K over the entire range of operating

conditions.
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Fig. 18. Gap conductance versus midplane

burst energy density.
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Fig. 19. Maximum temperature at core mid-
plane versus steady state midplane
power density.
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Fig. 21. Gap conductance change with BeO
thermal expansion.
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Fig. 22. Temperature history for clad and
fuel centerline, qjj'= 400 W/cm3,
E = 6 kJ/cm3, hc =40 kW/(m

2.K).

It should be noted that the burst

energy deposition was instantaneous in the

optimum gap conductance model and was ap-

proximated by a 5 ms wide square wave in

the AYER calculations. In neither analysis

was there any post-burst decay heat simula-

tion. Depending on the rate and magnicude

of the post-burst shutdown, this delayed

heating may be significant.

Figures 21 through 24 result from de-

tailed "radial finite element fuel rod

model" calculations, however, based on the

optimum gap conductances taken from Fig. 18.

The effect of fuel (BeO) thermal expansion

on the gap conductant is shown in Fig. 21.

This effect was model2d by assuming that as

the gap closes the thermal conductivity re-

mains constant. Since
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Fig. 23. Clad temperature history following
power burst, hc = 40kW/ (ir.
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Fig. 24. Clad temperature history following
power burst, hQ = 20 kW/m -K).

h g = X/S,

where > is the gap thermal conductivity and

6 is the gap thickness, the gap conductance,

h , increases with decreasing gap thick-

ness. Although actual fuel rod conductances

do not follow this behavior exactly, this

model is probably quite conservative.

Figure 22 shows the influence which

the gap conductance model has on the calcu-

lated transient clad temperatures. The
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upper curve is based on the variable gap

conductance model (Fig. 21) and the lower

curve is based on a constant gap conduct-

ance. The peak clad temperatures differ by

only about 70 K, even for these two extreme

models.

Figure 23 shows transient clad temper-

atures for two sets of conditions, each at

two axial locations. The combinations of

E and q"' selected for this comparison

represent substantial operating conditions

for the driver fuel rods. As expected, the

midplant (x/L = 0.5) clad temperatures are

cooler than those downstream at the loca-

tions of maximum steady state temperatures

(x/L = 0.77 and 0.81 respectively). The

magnitude of this temperature difference

is unimportant, however, being less than

100 K in both cases. The thermal conduct-

ances for the assembled gap were taken from

Fig. 18. For the same operating conditions,

clad temperatures are higher in this figure

than those in Fig. 20, due to local ooolant

temperatures being slightly hotter than the

500 K used in the parametric studies lead-

ing to Figs. 17 - 20. This effect becomes

more pronounced as the steady state power

is increased.

Figure 24 duplicates case A in Fig.

23 but with an (unrealistically) reduced

heat transfer coefficient, hc , for the

purpose of estimating the influence of such

a reduction. The corresponding flow veloc-

ity and gap conductance have also been re-

duced in accordance with Figs. 16 and 17,

respectively. The trends were as expected:

clad temperatures are higher; the transient

is slower; the temperature difference be-

tween the two axial locations is increased,

due to the larger coolant bulk temperature

rise.

In summary, using a liquid metal (e.g.,

sodium) coolant with reasonable flow veloc-

ities (̂  8 m/s) and pressure drops

(x 2.2 atm), the driver fuel rods remain

below probable upper limit operating con-

ditions for the entire range of steady

state power densities and burst energy

depositions considered. I': should be re-

emphasized, however, that these calcula-

tions assume no post-burst heating. This

is obviously optimistic, but also very de-

pendent on the rate of negative (shutdown)

reactivity insertion post-burst, which is

also unknown at this stage of the design.

Preliminary analyses of the effect of this

delayed heatirg will be presented in Chap-

ter VI, Burst Kinetics.

Discussion

The fuel-clad gap conductance is an

important parameter in that it can be op-

timized, with minimal impact on the neu-

tronics of the reactor, for suitable choices

of materials in the gap.

Although it is not difficult to calcu-

late fuel rod temperatures given a means

for predicting the gap conductance, to make

such predictions accurately is difficult.

In most practical applications the gap con-

ductance is measured experimentally. *' '

In particular, some of the conclusions from

ref. 16 are interesting and pertinent to

these design studies.

For initial fuel-clad radial clearances

greater than 0.1 mm (4 mils) the con-

ductance is essentially independent of

the gap width.

For smaller clearances the conductance

increases with decreasing gap width.

Where the gap is expected to be closed

at power, the dependence on the initial

cold gap is very strong and h 's as high

as 30 kW/m^ may occur.

A reduction in the filling gas thermal

conductivity gives rise to a dispropor-

tionately small reduction in h .

Available experimental data are not

directly applicable to determining gap con-

ductances for currently contemplated fuel

pin designs. Thus, fuel rod operating con-

ditions must allow some margin for inac-

curacies in th» calculated temperatures.

This uncertainty will be reduced by a fuels

development program encompassing the meas-

urement of gap conductances.
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Fig. 25. Specific heat of U02.

In order to design fuel rods with

specific gap conductances there are at

least three fill materials which alone or

in combination seem capable of spanning

the range of "optimum" conductances shown

in Pigs. 17 and 18. These matarials are

helium, pyrolitic graphite, and ZrO2• This

flexibility in gap conductances design

appears feasible within the framework of a

0.25-mm (10-mil) gap.

P. Test Pin Analysis

1. Introduction. For multi-pin

tests with a BeO/UOp driver, enrichment

grading of the tast pins in successive

radial rings will be necessary to prevent

the outer pins from failing before the

central pin. In this situation the central

pin will see a hardened spectrum relative

to a single pin in the test chamber. Thus

the extreme departure from prototypicality

(i.e., from a flat radial energy deposition

profile) will occur when a single highly

enriched mixed oxide pin is tested.

Since power bursts will generally be

initiated from a nominal power steady state

condition for Class III operation, both the

temperature dependence of the specific heat

of U0 2 and the radial power deposition

1000

Energy Burst (J/g)
2000

Fig. 26. Fuel centerline-to-edge tempera-
ture difference.
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Fig. 27. Power density in a single, highly
enriched test pin.
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Fig. 28. Power density in a single, highly
enriched test pin.

profile across a test pin will cause the

temperature rise at the outer edge of the

fuel pellet to be greater than at the cen-

terline. The former effect is nearly in-

dependent of the radial power profile and

can have an important impact on the allow-

able degree of maximum to minimum power

density across a test pin. Figure 25

shows that there are still modest uncer-

tainties in reported "best estimate" spe-

cific heat functions for UO2- The linear

function, from Ref. 2, has been used

throughout the analyses reported in this

section. For an assumed flat power profile,

no radial conduction, no heat loss at the

fuel pellet edge, and nominal steady state

operating conditions prior to the burst,

the centerline to edge temperature differ-

ence is shown in Fig. 26 as a function of

the burst energy deposition. For these

assumed corditions this temperature differ-

100.1 BeO/UOa
Fueled, 55cm
radius, ungraded
driver

I 04 -

1.02 -

0 8 1.2 1.6 20

Fuel Pellet Radius, mm

28

Fig. 29. Power density in a single, highly
enriched test pin.

er.ce profile is solely a result of the

temperature variation of the specific heat

and latent heat effects. With conduction

and heat loss effects accounted for, com-

parisons of this temperature difference

for both flat and conservative power pro-

files will be made.

The radial power deposition profiles

across single highly enriched test pins in

55-cm-radius driver cores having Be0/U07
ratios of 20/1, 50/1 and 100/1 are shown

in Figs. 27, 28, and 29. These curves ex-

hibit the expected trend of increasing

power gradients as the moderator-to—ura-

nium ratio increases. Reducing the core

size, for example to 40-cm radius, would

have the desirable effect of creating a

slightly harder spectrum in the test region

and thus lowering the edge to centerline

power density ratio.
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For the purposes of assessing the pro-

totypicality of tests in a BeO/UO2 fueled

STF operating in a steady state plus burst

mode, the power profile shown in Fig. 29

was selected (BeO/UO2 = 100/1). This is

highly conservative relative to the nominal

design core, fueled with 50/1 BeO/UO,. In

an LMFBR the power profile across a pin

will be essentially flat, with the excep-

tion of superimposed global power gradients.

Thus, in the following, comparison of tem-

peratures, temperature gradients, etc.,

are presented for a single highly enriched

test pin with both flat and 100/1 (Fig.

29) power profiles.

2. Effect of Radial Power Gradients.

The fine mesh radial AYER model has been

employed in this analysis. The power burst

has been modeled as a 5 ms square wave and

no post-burst heating has been assumed.

Cooling of the clad corresponds to full

sodium flow at normal FTR sodium tempera-

tures.

Temperature profiles in the test pin

immediately after a 1500 J/g burst are

shown in Fig. 30. It is significant that

the fuel temperature profile is still con-

cave for this substantial energy deposition.

Similar fuel pin failure characteristics

would then be expected from both power

a.
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Fig. 31. Test fuel pin temperature profile.

traces. A much more extreme case, a 3000-

J/g burst, is presented in Fig. 31. The

100/1 BeO/UO2 temperature profile has be-

come somewhat atypical; however a burst of

this magnitude may not be warranted. More-

over, it should be recalled that the 100/1

BeO/UO, power profile is highly conserva-

tive. The nominal design core will likely

contain fuel with a BeO/UO2 atom ratio

near 50/1.

Radial temperature distributions for

three values of time after burst initia-

tion (halfway through the burst, immedi-

ately after the burst and at the time of

peak clad temperature) are shown in Fig.

32 for tha 1500 J/g burst. The curve cor-

responding to that of peak clad tempera-

ture should not be interpreted literally,

a more detailed, e.g., SAS, analysis will

be required for the test pins under these

extreme burst conditions as AYER does not

model effects of fuel motion, etc., that is,

fuel Din failure (clad rupture) may have

occurred prior to this time.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL BURST KINETICS

A. introduction

The functional capability which is

most difficult to achieve in a Type A STF

is the rapid deposition (in about 10 ms)
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of several thousand J/g in prototypic test

fuel following steady state operation at

ful1 power. The objective of the study

reported in this chapter has been to deter-

mine the form of the reactivity insertions

which can produce such bursts and to evalu-

ate the effects of those bursts on the

driver fuel. Envelopes of performance

within the constraints of fuel and clad

temperature limitations are presented, from

which the capabilities of the current ref-

erence design can be determined. The re-

sults, however, carry within them some

caveats arising from tho approximate models

and methods used in this preliminary study.

B. Methods and Model

Since the work to date has been of a

survey nature fairly simplistic models and

calculational methods were used to study

the burst kinetics in the systems of in-

terest. The thermal condition in the

driver pin with the highest power rating

was calculated with a coupled thermal-

hydraulic/transient heat transfer code."

In this code the fuel region is divided

into five radial zones, and the clad into

one zone. Since the coca assumes a negli-

gible thermal resistance between the fuel

and clad, the resistivity of the gaps or

19

insulators required to optimize* the failure

condition in fuel and clad, was allowed for

by use of a composite clad. The thermal

conductivity and heat capacity of this com-

posite clad were adjusted to give the same

steady state temperatures and temperature

gradients as would occur across a separate

insulator and clad.

Prompt and decay power in both the

fuel and the cladding are used in the code,

and up to six delayed neutron groups are

allowed. The reactivity equations accept

a liiiSc»rized series of ramps or steps which

are input in tabular form. Three feedback

options are programmed;

1)

2)

3)

an integrated energy coefficient,
3k/k

a linear coefficient,

9k/k
3Tf

Doppler dependence.

ff "is the^average fuel tempera-

ture.

The code assumed only a single axial

region. In order to approximate the con-

ditions resulting from forced convective

heat transfer by upward-flowing sodium, an

analytical function is used to calculate

the bulk sodium temperature at the core's

axial centerline. This calculation assumes

a cosine shape for the axial power distri-

bution. Another approximation required by

the code is one of temperature-independent

thermal properties for all materials. This

can of course be circumvented by frequent

restarts with new properties, but for these

initial feasibility studies it was con-

sidered adequate to use conservative tem-

perature-independent properties.

In view of the approximate nature of

the model and calrrlatiors and of the lack

of design details it was decided that a

parametric study would be the most informa-

tive approach. Three FOM values were cho-

sen, 4.0, 6.0,and 10.0, and the correspond-

ing initial steady state power levels in

the driver (to achieve 2000 W/cc in the

* Adjustment of the heat transfer between
fuel and clad so that the failure point of
one does not occur significantly (in time)
before the other.
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Fig. 33. Energy deposition, fuel and clad
temperatures vs Doppler.

test region) were use.1 as the initial con-

ditions. These corresponded to bOO, 333,

and 200 VJ/on in the driver, respectively.

The FOM value of 4.0 is in the rar»ge ex-

pected with prototypic test fuel, and 10.0

within highly enriched fuel,

A range of Doppler coefficients was

considered which bracketed the expected

values in the reference design. For three

Doppler values three reactivity ramps were

inserted from each o." the three initial

conditions, these were 50, 75,and 100 $/s.

The total amount of reactivity added by

each ramp was adjusted so that only a

single peak occurred in the resulting power

vs time profile. After the burst was

effectively over (power level down by a

factor of 1" from the peak, due to Doppler

feedback) a shutdown reactivity ramp was

immediately initiated. Part of the para-

metric study was to consider the effect of

a delay in the shutdown initiation. Two

delay times were considered, one for 250 ms
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Shutdc-n
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0 . 0
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Fig. 34. Energy deposition, fuel and clad
temperatures vs Doppler.

(a pessimistic response time for modern

circuitry) and one for 9 s which is tanta-

mount to complete failure of the shutdown

mechanisms.

C. Results

Figures 33 through 42 show the results

of the parametric survey for the reference

driver consisting of 12.7-mm-diam fuel clad

in 0.381 mm of SS and cooled by 15% sodium

with an inlet temperature of 400 K. Shown

in the figures are the energy deposition

in the test fuel in kJ/g as a function of

Doppler coefficient for three ramp rates

(50, 75, and 100 $/s) and three FOM values

(4.0, 6.0, and 10.0). Shown also are the

peak fuel and clad temperatures that occur

in the transients, at three effective shut-

down initiation delay times, 0, 0.25, and

9.0 s. A reasonable shutdown ramp rate of

-3.0 $ in 150 ms was used in the calcula-

tions. A prompt neutron lifetime of

5 x 10 s was used for the parametric

studies. This does not give significantly
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different results from the use of the value

of 3.8 x 10 s calculated for the refer-

ence design by a DTF alpha calculation.

Looking at Fig. 33, the utility of the

curve is as follows. With the assumption

of a 250-ms delay time an energy burst of

around 2500 J/g can be deposited in the

test fuel before the fuel is assumed to

fail (2200 K) or the clad is assumed to

fail (1000 K). However, for this ramp rate

(75 $/s) this occurs at a unique value for

TJ^—) , which may

not correspond to that in the actual design

under consideration. The results of the

parametric survey can be condensed into the

more useful form shown in Fig. 42. These

curves show what the maximum allowable ramp

rate is for a given Doppler coefficient for

the three FOM values and what the maximum

test fuel energy deposition is correspond-

ing to those ramp rates.

The equivalent (weighted) Doppler co-

efficient for the current reference design

'"-..Fuel ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

"T-o-^Clad

Shutdown
Delay Is

- — _* '" •-..#.. 0.25

*" — —#- o.o

0.0

Fig. 40. Energy depesition, fuel and clad
temperatures vs Doppler.

is in the range 1.0 $ to 1.5 $, 3T Sup-

pose it is 1.25 $. This would mean that,

with prctotypic FTR fuel in the test region

(FOM ^ 4.0) a reactivity insertion of 1.75

$ at a rate of 50 $/s would deposit about

2400 J/g into the test fuel without the

maximum allowable fuel temperature in the

driver being exceeded, providing of course

that the shutdown ramp is initiated within

250 ms. The total effective width of the

burst is about 12 ms.

VII. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

A. Introduction

One of the fundamental design criteria

for the Safety Test Facility is that it

will offer no undue hazard to the public.

Additionally it is a fundamental require-

ment that the reactor facility will not be

exposed to undue risk because of the ad-

verse monetary and programmatic conse-

quences of damage. This latter criterion

extends to the driver fuel although some
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relaxation may be acceptable for a particu-

larly important experiment.

These criteria might seem to be diffi-

cult to achieve in a reactor which is de-

liberately placed on a super prompt criti-

cal excursion, but historically we note

that this action was performed safely in

SEFOR many times during its operational

life. There is no a priori reason why a

Safety Test Facility of the type being

studied here cannot be made equally safe.

This chapter is devoted to a qualita-

tive discussion of some of the major safe-

ty questions concerning such a facility.

At the present stage of the study it is

only possible to make some generalised

judgement as to whether good design offers

the possibility of a suitable level of

safety. Detailed studies of more definite

designs will be necessary to confirm or

preclude such judgements.
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g 40.
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Fig. 42. RAMP rate requirement vs Doppler
coefficient.

B. Reactivity Effects of Test Region

One possible advantage that a Type A

facility, containing up to 37 test pins,

might have over the Type B facility with

its one cr more test subassemblies is the

absence of potentially large reactivity

effects due to rearrangement of the test

fuel during or following an experimental

burst.

As estimated in Section F of Chapter

IV the extremely conservative (if not in-

credible) situation involving compaction of

the test fuel (N.B., fuel only) from 37

highly enriched FTR pins to a cylindrical

mass at the core center would realize only

73C in positive reactivity. In reality any

relocation effects would likely be less by

at least a factor of two since separation

of fuel and steel would not take place to

any significant extent and the experimental

arrangement is likely to contain graded en-

richment across the test region with an

average enrichment of much less than 93.2%.

When a 50-$/s burst initiation ramp is

inserted the maximum excess reactivity is

about 1.50 $ above delayed critical and

this occurs after about 31 ms. In 35 ms

the peak power is reached and the system is

about 3C subprompt critical at this point.
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In a further 5 ms the Doppler effect has

reduced the reactivity of the system to

alout 50"? subcrompt critical. The proba-

bility of fuel relocations in the test re-

gion returning the system to prompt criti-

cal should be very small.

Although the details of how a 37 pin

highly enriched test section might be

loaded into the core are presently unde-

fined the fact that its total reactivity

worth is only of the order of IS means that

reactivity problems associated with acci-

dental dropping do not exist since the

reactor will be at least 10S subcritical.

C, Failure of Post-Burst Shutdown Mecha-

nism

It was demonstrated in Section C of

Chapter VI that failure of the post-burst

shutdown mechanism to act within a reason-

able time period might, in certain cases,

lead to meltdown of the driver core. These

are the cases where the facility is being

stretched to its limit, for example, in

the case of prototypic test fuel.

The very nature of the facility means

that some of the normal safety trip devices,

i.e., reactor period and power level, have

to be bypassed during transient testing.

Nevertheless it should be possible to de-

sign the safety circuitry and mechanisms

to operate with as much reliability as in

conventional LMFBR designs.

The approach used in the SEFOR tran-

sient experiments could be employed, where-

in the slow moving shut-off rods were first

initiated and when their movement was con-

firmed the very fast moving burst initia-

tion rod was injected. In the STF design

being studied che fast burst experiments

(10-ms full burst width) the burst would be

terminated by the Doppler long before the

shut-off rods took significant effect.

D, Possible Consequences of a Driver

Overheatii g

Under steady state operating condi-

tions the power rating in the driver even

in the worst case is down by a factor of

four from normal LMFBR1s. The fuel element

is thicker, but with BeO/UO, the thermal

conductivity is up by a factor of 10 above

PuO2-UO-. The Doppler coefficient is also

larger. Thus there is plenty of latitude

in the event of an accident under steady

state operation.

If the driver is to fail at all it is

most likely in the period following the

transient, although as discussed above this

could be made a very low possibility event

by suitable safety design. However, sup-

pose it does overheat. The sodium will

boil, but there will be no significant

positive reactivity effects due to voiding

since not only does the driver core have a

high leakage, but also the contribution of

only 15% sodium to neutron moderation in a

BeO/UO2 driver is a very small fraction of

the total.

Because of the small coolant fraction

(15%) the reactivity effect of core collapse

is also likely to be much less than in a

typical LMFER with over 40% coolant frac-

tion.

VIII. PLANT DESIGN

A. Introduction

The engineering description of the

Safety Test Reactor as stated herein and,

as shown in Figs 4 3 to 46, is neces-

sarily vague at this time. Only those

points which ai a considered to be essential

to good physics data acquisition have been

emphasized. Space allocations for reac-

tor support systems have been arrived at

by reviewing similar reactors. Generally,

facility sizing has been based on a 150-

MW(t) sodium-cooled plant.

B. Description

The reactor is of prime interest in

this discussion: however, it is noted that

additional support facilities are required,

a laboratory-office building will also

house the reactor controls and necessary

computing facilities. The mechanical as-

sembly and testing of reactor components

and systems. Additional facilities may be

required such as a mechanical equipment
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building adjacent to the reactor structure

and a warehouse for materials receiving

and storage. These needs will be more

clearly defined in the future.

The reactor structure consists of

four levels (see Fig. 45). It is 100 ft

in diameter and would be 140 to 160 ft in

height.

The first level (lowest level) (see

Fig. 46) is devoted to reactor support sys-

tems, control equipment, and burst bar drive

mechanism. The area would have limited ac-

cess during reactor operation.

The second level is devoted largely

to the experimenter. The accelerator,

target, and their support systems for X-

raying the test specimen are located at

this level. It appears there is ample

space for data collection from both hodo-

scopic and radiographic techniques. Approx-

imately 60% of the floor area is devoted to

the experimenter and the balance is to be

used for reactor systems.

The third level is devoted to main-

tenance of equipment and materials handling

that are radioactive. Three hot cells

branch off from a central cell over the

reactor. The central cell is intended for

the transfer of material from the reactor

cavity into the appropriate hot cell. The

three cells are dedicated to test specimen
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handling, driver core fuel handling, and

hot equipment repair.

The fourth level is devoted to all

typ<?s of materials handling. The floor

level allows direct access from ground

level by vehicle. Materials received at

this elevation may be lowered through re-

movable floor hatches. The bridge crane

would bo sized to handle transfer casks

carrying either the test specimen or the

driver fuel. Height of the facility

would be dictated by the primary sodium

heat exchanger size and the clearance

required to remove it from the facility.

One portion of the facility would not have

a third floor level, thus providim high

ceiling heights for equipment such as the

heat exchanger. v

Table XIII lists the salient charac-

teristics of the 55-cm and 40--cm radius

BeO/UO2 fueled reference designs. Where

different, the 40-cm values are listed in

parentheses.
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TABLE XIII

STF REFERENCE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Reactor Height cm 121.92

Driver Core (BeO/U02-Sodium)

Inner Diameter

Outer Diameter

Active Volume
235

Fissile Inventory ( U)

Fuel Pellet Diameter

Fuel-Clad Gap Thickness (cold)

Stainless Steel Clad Thickness

Sodium Coolant Volume Fraction

Driver Power (a) Normal FTR fuel in test region

(b) Highly Enriched FTR fuel in

Test Region MW

cm
cm

cm

kg

mm

mm

mm

MW

14.45

110.0 (80.0)

1140. (593)

279 (176)

12.7

0.254

0.38.1

0.15

342 (185)

103 (57)

Radial Reflector (Nickel - air cooled)

Outer Diameter

Volume Fraction of Nickel

170.0 (140.0)

0.90

Axial Reflector (Nickel-Sodium cooled)

Thickness

Volume Fraction of Nickel

Volume Fraction of Sodium

Control Description

Number of Rotating Reflector Drums

Reactivity Worth of Each Drum

Number of Poison Blades

Reactivity Worth of Each Blade

30.0

0.85

0.15

$

$

16
0

12

0

.40

.25

(0.

(0.

68)

40)

Test Region

Maximum Number of Test Pins (FTR) 37

Figure of Merit

3 7 Normal FTR Pins in Test Region

37 Highly Enriched Pins in Test Region

3.25

10.30

(2.82)

(9.2)

Numbers in pr.rentheses refer to 80.0-cm-diameter driver, where different
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APPENDIX A

PREVIOUS LASL ANALYSES OF STF DESIGNS

I. NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

A large number of survey calculations

on STF Neutronics were performed by LASL

earlier this year. The results were repor-

ted in Ref. 1 (in the main body of this

report). Since the present work is an ex-

tension of those earlier studies and has

been guided by conclusions drawn from them,

their inclusion as an appendix to this re-

port should be useful tc the reader.

The previous studies were of a more

general nature and included calculations of

Tvpe B facilities with various driver/con-

verted combinations. A major difficulty

associated with the design of a Type B

facility is the large max to min power

ratios across the complete test bundle (at

least 217 pins) with epithermal drivers

fueled with BeO/UO2 or {DC, ZrC) - C.

Fissile density grading across the test

region could flatten these distributions.

However, one of the main objectives of a

Type B facility is to be able to observe

the course of gross fuel motion within a

subassembly during accident conditions.

Grading the fissile density might make the

fuel behave very nonprototypically. At-

tempts to flatten the power distribution

across the test bundle by placing a conver-

ter region of̂ UO.,-Cr between the driver and

test region resulted in much larger core

sizes and heat removal requirements due to

the marginally multiplying nature of cermet

fuol at the appropriate fissile material

densities.

On the other hand, in the case of a

Type A design, the interest is focused main-

ly on the behavior of the central test pin.

The purpose of the surrounding ringr; of test

pins is to provide a prototypic thermal-

hydraulic environment and a graded fissile

material density is more acceptable in this

situation. Furthermore, the max to min

power distribution decreases with decreasing

test pin bundle size which,in the Type A

facility, would not exceed 37 pins.

Of the three driver or converter fuel

candidates that were given detailed consi-

deration in the earlier work only the

BeO/OO? fuel shows any real promise. The

ROVER Fuel suffers from too little reacti-

vity reserve. The cermet fuel also has

little reactivity reserve and has a much

smaller burst capability than the other two.

B. Multigroup Cross-Section Generation

The neutronic calculations for the

basic scoping studies were based on the

broad g-oup cross section set FTR 300S.'

This is an ENPFB/2 set adjusted to give

k cc and cross-section ratios comparable toerr
ENDFB/3 for dilute fast systems. The 42

group structure is given in Table A-I and

includes a thermal group. For most of the

20

TABLE A - I

BAf.IC i2 CRiHT CK 'Si

4 2 C.T

i A"."> 2<i n r . o u l ' '.U.CTION STKL'iTl1*

2P (iP
SFT

4 2 CP
st r

10.0 MeV

6.065

3.619

2.n

1.153

O.S?1

0.-98

0.383

0.302

0.181

0.111

(,'. - 'CcV

40.9

25.5

19.9

15.0

9.U

5.53

3.35

2.84

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.4?

0.25

0.28

0.5

0.5

0.5

o.if>;

0.166

o.it:

" I
3?5. 3

1V/.3

ill.;

72.6

A4.0

26.7

16.2

9.82

3.61

2.19

1.33

.H06

'*

.296

.180

.109

.006

.018

0.5

0.5

n.s
0.5

0.5

<>.;

0.5

0. j

C.i

O.j

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

O.i

0.5

1.30

24

2't

''

27

3fl

39

30

31

3:

33

34

35

36

37

18

39

40
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42(1

1

1
k
\
(

|

j

1
i

1
i
\
1
I
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ii

12

14

16

17
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groups the lethargy interval is 0.5 except

around some of the important resonances in

oxygen, iron, and sodium, in which cases

narrower intervals were used. Set FTR 300S

was constructed for FTR shielding studies

which explains the structure below the

28-keV iron resonance where the S-wavo

interference dip acts as a window. Set

300S does not contain niobium and zirconium

and so these were added from the ENDFB/4

data file.

The cost and turn-around time of a

computer run obviously is dependent on the

problem size. Since one and two dimen-

sional transport calculations were planned

for the neutronic studies it was decided to

group collapse the 42 group set to a 20

group set using the 1DX multigroup dif-

fusion theory code. The collapsed group

structure is also shown in Table A-I and

consists of lethargy intervals of unity for

all but the thermal group. For the various

driver and converter configurations, infi-

nite medium geometry was used in the 1DX

group collapsing calculations. Since the

resulting macroscopic cross sections would

be used in transport calculations, the

transport cross section rather than the

diffusion coefficient was averaged in the

collapsing process. '

The rationale for the infinite medium

calculations was twofold. First it reduced

the problem size for each of a large num-

ber of parametric driver and converter com-

positions. Second, the output of 1DX

yielded a value of k^ for each composition

and this parameter provided a useful guide

as to whether or not the finite system

would possess the desired excess reacti-

vity, (go critical) after allowing for

appropriate diagnostic instrumentation

slots through the facility.

The 1DX code uses the Bondarenko

f-factor table approach in computing the

resonance self-shielding cross sections,

interpolations being made over a range of

temperatures and effective potential scat-

tering cross sections. Binary cell

heterogeneity is introduced by a Bell

type formula involving fuel and "moderator"

dimensions.

C_. Infinite Medium Calculations

Consideration of the properties of

candidate fuels for safety test facility

application resulted in the short listing

of three potential fuel types - BeO/no_,

(nc, ZrC) - graphite and no_ - Cr.

The lDX calculations were performed on

a wide range of diluent to fissile atom

ratios and enrichments for the above three

fuels. For the most part two basic fuel-

clad-coolant configurations were calculated:

(1) 12.7-mm (0.5-in.)-diameter fuel,

0.381-mm (15-mil ) thick stainless steel

clad with a 0.254-mm (10-mil ) gap between

fuel and clad, and 15 v/o sodium coolant.

(2) Fuel, clad.and gap as in (1) but

with 25 v/o gas coolant. Only a few un-

clad gas cooled configurations were calcu-

lated because emphasis was being placed on

potential Class III facilities.

In the heat transfer studies three

f'ael diameters were studied, fi.4 mm (0.25

in.), 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) and 19.1 mm (0.75

in.). It was evident that 19.1--mm-diameter

pins would result in steady state fuel tem-

peratures which would, at least for gas

cooling, severely limit Class III burst

capability. In the neutronic studies a

standard diameter of 12.7 mm was used.

Comparative neutronic calculations were

made for only a few 6.4-mm cases. It will

be seen later that the main penalty incurred

by the use of the smaller diameter fuel is

to increase significantly the critical size

of the facility, because of the poisoning

effect of an increased clad volume fraction.

1. BeO/UO2 "uel Configurations

Table A-II and ̂ ig. A-l show the lnx

calculated values of k for the 12.7~nrni-
oo

diameter BeO/uo fuel in various configura-

ticr.= , all at a temperature of 300°K. The

values for the gas cooled systems are

slightly higher than for the sodium cooled

ones due to the neutron capture of the
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TABLE A - 1 I

VALUES FOR 0 . 5 i n . DIMETER

AND AT 300° K.

FULL IN VARIOUS CtWFICl'KATtdNS

BeO/L'O-.
I c l . Ratio;

20/1

50/1

100/1

150/1

Uranium 1
Enrichment

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

50.0

30.0

15 mi l . SS Clas i
15v/o Na Cooling

1.800

1.537

1.32S

1.680

1.41G

1.240

1.617

1.365

1.196

1.392

1.335

1.151

15 :a.il. SS Clad
25v/u Gas Cooling

1.815

1.551

1.340

1.693

1.4 30

1.254

1.632

1.382

1.217

1.610

1.357

1.177

15 Mil. Nb Clad
livA. Sa Coolii-.E ;

1.709

1.407

1.162

1.555

1.217

.977

1.421

1.064

.822

1
1.326

.961

.719

2d mi l . Nb i ' lad
2 5 v / t . r . a s looliMB

1 .537

1.235

1.02?

1 . 30R

1.068

. 9 2 8

1.209

1.024

2P

1.6-

1.4

E=93.2_

30/1 50/1 100/1 150/1
BeO/UO Molecular Bolio

Fig. A-l. k^ Values for BeO/UO2 12-7-nun-

diam. fuel, 15v/o sodium cooled,
0.381 mm SS or Nb clad.

latter. However, these are infinite medium

characteristics. In finite systems the

reduced leakage from the sodium cooled con-

figurations more than makes up for the ex-

tra absorption. The same table shows the

considerable reactivity penalties incurred

when niobium cladding is used; k^ reduc-

tions in the range 0.1 to 0.45 are observed

depending on the fuel molecular ratio and

the enrichment.

In part IE of this section it will be

seen that when other factors are taken into

account, namely pOM (figure of merit) fac-

tors and Doppler shutdown, BeO to DO_ mole-

cular ratios around 50/1 and enrichments in

the range 4n-6O% are of principal interest.

Table A-III compares values of k^ for

the fi.4-mm-and the 12.7-mm-diameter BeO/no2
fuel pins in a sodium cooled, stainless
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steel clad configuration. Significant re-

ductions in km are observed for the smaller

pins.

Since tne inherent shutdown capability

of a nonthermal spectrum driver may have

to come from Doppler coefficients, macro-

scopic cross sections were computed at

1200°K, a conservative value for steady

state operating conditions, and 2100°K, a

plausible value for the limiting upper tem-

perature undc-r burst conditions.

Values of Ak due to Doppler for the

temperature ranges 300° to 1200°K and

1200°K to 2100°K arc given in Table A-IV.

Graphic displays of the quantities are

more informative and are shown in Figs.

A-2 and A-3. They show broad maxima be-

tween BeO to UO_ molecular ratios of 50/1

and 100/1. In the areas of interest there

are no significant differences in the Dop-

pler effects for sodium and gas cooled con-

figurations.

Table A-V gives the 20 gp. spectra for

a wide range of BeO/UOj ratios and enrich-

ments. In all but one case the percentage

of thermal neutron flux is less than 1%.

TABLE A - H I

COMPARISON OF l,n VALUES FOB 0.2S la. AKD 0.50 lo . DIAH.

B<-n/UO2 Kol. Ratio

Fuel Pin Dlaa.(In.)

93.22 Enriched

30.05 Enriched

20/1

0.25

1.755

1.267

0.50

1.800

1.328

50/1

0.25

1.615

1.126

0.50

1.6S0

1.240

100/1

0.25

1.513

1.005

0.50

1.617

1.365

1.196

U 0 / 1

0.25

1.649

1.334

0.907

0.50

1.592

1.335

1.151

However, they all exhibit strong flux com-

ponents below 100 eV.

2. (UC.ZrC)-Graphite Fuel Configu-
rations

A similar set of calculations was per-

formed for (UCZrC)-graphite Rover fuel

configurations. The results are shown in

Tables A-VI, A-VII, A-VIII, and in Figs.

A-4 and A-5. Comparisons with the BeO/no_

fuel results are interesting. In spite of

the fact that, for a given moderator to

uranium ratio and uranium enrichment, the

TABLE A-IV

NEGATIVE ik_ IN 0.5 in. DIAM. BeO/UO FUEL DUE TO DOPPLER BROADENING
i.

5eO/UO2 Hoi. Ratio

VJ rail. SS Clad

15v/o Na Cooled

15 mil. ST Clad

-5\\'o Gas Coolec

E = 93.2

E = 50.0

z = 30.0

•: = 93.2

•_. = 50.0

20/1

300°-
1200°K

.0056

.0275

.0472

.0070

.0269

.0-66

1200°-
2100°K

.0016

.0129

.0235

.0015

.0125

.-,1V

50/1

300°-
1200°K

.0087

.0438

.0652

.0087

.0437

.CtS'.

1200°-
2100°K

.0028

.0214

.0332

.0026

.0213

. . . .

100/1

300°-
12OO°K

.0092

.0493

.0656

.0093

.0500

1200°-
2100°K

.0028

.0232

.0323

.0029

.0235

.0230

150/1

300°-
1200°K

.0074

.0445

.0564

.0077

.0456

.0331

1200°-
2100°K

.0022

.0202

.0269

.0023

.0206

.0277
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Fig. A-2. Negative Ak^ due to Doppler
temperature broadening BeO/UO,
fuel 12.7-mm-diam.,0.381-mm
SS clad, 15v/o sodium cooling •

degrees higher than the BeO/['O2 fuel the

upper tpnroerature for the noppler calcula-

tions was standardized to 2inn°K for pur-

poses of comparison. The noppler coeffi-

cients appear to be about 10 - 35% lower

than those for BeO/HO configurations due

to the harder spectra of the Rover fueled

systems for a given moderator to uranium

ratio. Neutron energy spectra (twenty

group) for various Rover fuel configura-

tions are given in Table A-viil.

3. HOp-Cr Fuel Configurations

Table A-IX gives the results of a

number of infinite medium 1DX calculations

for UO2 cermets with different metal

matrices. It is clear that it is not

possible to use Mo or Nb based cermets in

hard spectrum single driver safety test

facilities. In fact it was found that even

as converters these materials impose severe

reactivity penalties, resulting in substan-

tially increased system sizes.

fissile atom density in the Rover fuel is

higher by about 8%, the kro is significantly

lower (in the range 0.175 to 0.225 lower)

than for the BeO based fuel. This is at-

tributable to the superior neutronic pro-

perties of beryllium, namely significant

(n,2n) reactions and better scattering

properties.

Again the use of niobium cladding

severely depresses the reactivity of the

configuration. Figure A-4 shows a minimum

value of kro for the unclad gas cooled con-

figuration in the region of C/U = 150. No

such minimum occurs for the stainlens steel

clad Rover fuel. As the C/U ratio increases

the effect of the stainless steel absorption

increases, causing k̂  to decrease mona-

tonically.

The changes in km due to Doppler tem-

perature broadening for sodium cooled con-

figurations are shown in Table A-VII and

Fig. A-5. Although the failure temperature

for the Rover fuel is several hundred

0 7

0 6 -

0.5

e
<

04

0.3

0.2

BeO/UOz

Gas cooling

E=93.2

20/1 50/1 100/1

BtO/UO Molecular Rolio

150/1

Fig. A-3. Negative Ak^ due to Doppler
temperature°°broadening BeO/tlO_
fuel 12.7-mm-diam., 0.381-mm
SS clad, 25V/O gas cooling.
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TABLE A-V

20 GROUP SPECTRA FOR BeO/UO FUELED CONFIGURATIONS

1
I

EL

3.68 MeV

211.35

3

. 4

5

0.498

0.1S3

67.4 KcV

6:25.5

7

8

: 9

10

.11

12

13

l
lift

115

lie

(17

18

19

'20

9.12

3.35

1.458

536 eV

197.3

72.6

26.7

9.82

3.61

1.33

0.49

0.18

0.066

Th.

20/1

F. = 93.2

SS/Na

1.65

11.06

13.24

13.29

12.90

10.88

10.52

8.32

3.02

6.74

4.50

2.38

1.07

0.30

0.07

0.03

0.014

o.oo;

1 x 10"4

2 x ID'6

20/1

E = 30.0

. SS/Nn
i

1.30

8.64

10.54 \

11.04 :

11.07

9.72

9.84

R.29

3.19

7.89

6.60

4.9?

3.38

1.78

\ 0.73

0.45

j 0.32

i
| 0.15

; o.O3

;3 X 10" 3

50/1

E - 911.2 E

SS/\'a

1.

9.

32

07 !

10.99

11.

10

9

9

8

3

6

4

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

13

92

51

63

14

18 .

79

53

85 ,

i
35 '

T* :

78

.51

.35 ;

1
.14 |

.02 ;

LSxlO*3;
1

50/1

= 30.0

SS/Na

1.

7.

9.

9.

9.

8.

10

52

12

36

31

25

8.52

7.

2

7

6

6

5

3

2

1

1

0

0

0

41

96

58

99

12

07

64

32

70

44

.99

.46

.12

100/1

E » 93.2

SS/Na ;

1.

8.

11.

11.

9.

8.

8

7.

2

7

6

5

4

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

17

94

15

85 '

95

50

67

24

80

41

56

36

10

55

42

04

.77

.j8

.10

.0103

100/1

E = 30.0

SS/Na

0.

6.

8.

8.

8

7

7

6

2

7

6

6

5

4

3

2

2

97

73

14

28

22

32

62

70

71

02

73

25

61

6o

50

86

.58

2.07

1

0

.33

.72

150/1

E = 93.?

SS/.\'a

1.

7.

8.

S.

8.

7.

n

7.

2.

7.

6.

6

5

4

2

2

2

1

0

0

05

32

80

88

77

77

05

04

84

29

85

16

36

13

92

46

08

42

65

.164

E

.150/1

= JO.O

SS/Na

0.91

6.34

7.66

7.77

7.71

f-.87

7.17

6.33

2.53

6.70

6.50

6.16

5.70

4.92

4.01

3.42

3.15

2.67

1.92

1.49

50/1

E = 93.2

SS/CAS

1.34

9.22

11.08

10.99

10.71

9.3^

9.51

8.63

4.13

7.56

6.27

4.67

3.19

1.64

0.74

0.48

0.32

0.13

0.02

1.3 x 10'3

Because of the hard spectrum the Dop-

pler coefficients for the chromium cermet

configurations are much smaller than for

the Rover and BeO/UO_ fuels. From 300°K up

to 2000°K the change in km for 1 0
v / o UO?-Cr

at 30% enrichment is only -0.011, a factor

of about 9 lower than for the 3 0% enriched

50/1 BeO/UO2 case.

D. Reactor Model

As a starting point for the STF scop-

ing studies the central region of the faci-

lity was assumed to be the same as that

proposed by ANL. 1 This consists of:

(1) A 115.fi-mm (4.?51-in.)-diameter

test section containing a homogenized FTR

subassembly either of prototypic composi-

tion or with the uranium dioxide fully

enriched.

(2) A 3.2n-mm (0.12fi-in.)-thick stain-

less steel annulus simulating the sub-

assembly wall.

(3) A 53.29-mm (2.n98-in.)-thick

*FTR.inner core subassembly (22.43 w/o
Pu m U + Pu)
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TABLE A - V l

RVALUES FOR 0 . 5 i n . DIA.Mf.TER ( I X , ZvCj •• KRAI'lilTC 1TK1. IN

VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS

C/U Atom !
Ratio

50/1

75/1

100/1

150/1

Uranium
Enrichment

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

50.0

30.0

15 rail. SS Clad
15v/o Na Cooling

1.588

1.316

1.107

1.504

1.232

1.033

1.449

1.177

0.9H5

1.377

1.106

.920

15 mil. SS Clad
25v/o Gas Cooling

1.597

1.325

1.114

1.514

1.240

1.040

1.458

1.186

0.993

1.386

1.116

0.930

15 mil. »b Clad

25v/o Gas Cool ins*

1.235

1.050

.920

l-nclad
2Sv/o Cas CoolinR

1.65K

1.5S4

1.540

J.52O

TABLE A - V I I

NEGATIVE t.k^ IN 12 .7 mm (UC, ZrCj-GRAIMlITE FUEL DUE

TO DOPrLEB BROADENING

C/U Atom R a t i o

Temp. Range

. 3 8 1 am SS

1 5 v / o Na

•E = 93.3

E = 50.0

50/1

3 0 0 -
1200CK

.0050

.0247

E = 30.0 I .0415

1200-
2100°K

.0013

.0116

.0205

75/1

300-
1200°K

.0055

.0301

1200-
2100"K

.0016

100/1 150/1

300- 1200- | 100- |12f)0-
1200°K 2100oKiU00°Ki2100"K

. OOf.O

.0144 '.0337

.0233 .0496



T A B U : A - V l l !

20 bfu.'i' M'IXTHA >ii.. ..'iVf.K r.ri rn%Fn,rL\i in:;!,

1.6S MeV

1.35

0.498

0 IS]

• ' /.4 KcV

25.5

2

1.

.17

.52

.09

2.59

6.57

4.32

50/1

10.Ct

1.11

6.88

11.51

12.00

11.31

9.57

9.99

8.03

>.b7

7.81

6.5-1

100/1

91

1

7

i;

12

11

10

10

2

16

2H

20

40

5t

10

07

8.06

2.67

7.71

6.34

4.51

1

14

15

16

17

IS

19

30

26.7

9.H2

3.61

1.13

0.49

O.IS

0.066

Th.

i.:a

.19

.098

.044

.021

4xlO~3

2,:T3

4x10"'

3.45

l.SS

0.85

0.49

0.15

0.17

0.041

4K10~ : >

1.01

l.V> |

O. M i

0.19 1
0.2b

0.09J

o.ou

100/1

10.0

.97

6.09

10.2 =1

10.&1

10.06

8.9)

9.0")

7.47

2.53

7.65

6.91

2.00

1.1!'

1.13

n.ri
0.31

region which could accommodate additional

test fuel in the form of partial subassem-

blies but which in this model is filled with

sodium.

(4) A 28.60-mm (1.125-in.)-thick

region consisting of the test region con-

tainment vessel and thermal insulating lay-

ers. This region is assumed to be equiva-

lent to steel at 76.43% full density. This

28.58-cm (11.252-in.)-diameter central re-

gion is surrounded by a driver region or by

a system of converter and driver regions.

The system has a 30-cm-thick nickel radial

reflector at 90% density, and axial nickel

reflectors having coolant volume fractions

identical to the driver and converter re-

gions. In the one-dimensional studies these

axial reflectors were taken into account by

the use of axial buckling factors in the

DTF-IV code. Calculations showed that a

30-cm-thick 90% dense nickel reflector is

effectively (99%) infinite.

The simple one-dimensional scoping

studies did not, and obviously could not,

incorporate explicitly diagnostic instrumen-

tation slots (such as for a hodoscope) or

discrete control rods. These were allowed

for in a parametric way by varying the de-

sired k f f in the radius search calculations.

Typically a k f f of 1.10 or 1.15 was used.

1. Monte Carlo Calculations of Slot
Worth

In order to obtain an estimate of the

reactivity loss due to placing a hodoscope

slot or other diagnostic slot in the faci-

lity some Monte Carlo calculations were per-

formed on simplified single driver facili-

ties using the 3-dimensional continuous

energy Monte Carlo Code MCNK. In the

model a 11.56-cm-wide slot penetrated the

radial reflector and driver region on both

sides of the test region. The height of the

slot was 131.44 cm, i.e., it extended

through both the axial reflectors.

Two types of drivers were considered,

a 25 v/o gas cooled no2-Cr driver having a

73-cm outer radius, and a 25 v/ o gas cooled

50/1 Rover fuel driver having a Qfl cm outer

radius. Three Monte Carlo runs were made

for each configuration:

(1) System without a slot

(2) System with slot containing VOID

(3) System with slot containing 50

v/o stainless steel.

IP

SO/I 75/1 K30/I 150/1 ZOO/I

C/U Atom Ratio

500/1

Fig. A-4. Values of kra for (UC, Zr C) -
graphite fuel 12.7-mm diam.,
0.381 mm SS or NB clad, 15v/o
sodium or 25v/o 9as cooling
(unclad) .
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TA01.E A-IX

VALl'ES OK 1-. FOR UO..-X CEK.MHS FOR DIFFEKLNT VJVTKlX KKTA1.S, X.

K j t r U Meta l , X "'IT
10v/o UU

12.7 on

Ifeclad;

,-x

Dlaa

25 v/

Fuel

o Cas Coa ling

- 93,2

= 50.0

- 30.0

12. W o IT,-X

ll?.7 cna Dia=. Vi:el
i
jl'nclad, :5v/a Gas Cooled

1.7S4 j 1..-04

1.163 j 0.53"
„..

,12.7 no Dlas. Fuel
,0.131 oo 55 cUi
l W o Ma Cooling

I

!i:.7 no Uiaa.
0.331 «=> Sb " a
I15v/o Ha Coolin

£ " 50.0

E - 30.0

.05 -

.04

w .03

.02

.01

E'9S.2«-
1200'—*~ 2100 «K

_i (_

SO/I 75/I IOO/I ISO/I

C/U Atom Ratio

Fig. A-5. Values of Ak^ due to Doppler
temperature broadening (UC,ZrC)
- graphite 12.7-inm-diam. , 0.381
mm SS clad, 15v/o sodium cooling,

The third run was made to ascertain how much

reactivity might be gained or lost if col-

limators were to be reauired in the desian.

The results of the Monte Carlo calcu-

lations are shown in Table A-X. Relative

to the unslotted reactor the Ak's due to

the voided slots are essentially the same.

It was somewhat surprising to note that

filling the voids w.i th 50v/o steel recovered

half of the reactivity loss in both cases.

It was anticipated that the absorbing effect

of steel in the softer spectrum Rover driver

would reduce significantly the effective-

ness of the steel.

It is too early in the overall STF

study to know what kind and how manv slots

will be desired or can be accommodated in a

given design. Whereas a hodoscope slot

might have a large amount of steel colli-

mator material thus reducing the reactivity

impact of the slot, an aperture for

X-radiography might be in the form of a

steadily diverging slot from one side of

the facility to the other, having the same

width as the test section when it inter-

sects it (the slot would be discontinuous

through the test section, of course).

E. Single Driver Regions Systems

Although it was anticipated that an

STF driven by a simple single composition

region would not be a viable design, it was

nevertheless considered useful to study such

HCWTE CAM.0 fce(f CALCUUTIONS FOR FACILITY WITH

AJTO WITHOUT HODOECOPE SLOTS

ROVES
Fueled
Driver
C/v - 50/1
E • 93.2

MWo UO--Cr
Fueled
Driver
E - 93.2

keff

Error(lo)

fit

' . »
Error(la)

Without
Slot

1.040

0.931

1.210

0.241

Voided
Slot

0.938

0.551

-0.102 ! .015

1.140

0.50Z

-0.100 ! .009

50 Jo SS
Slot

0.987

0.60!

-0.053 i .016

1.190

0.642

-0.051 f .011
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systems in order to obtain an estimate

of the relative capabilities of each fuel

candidate and a starting point for pro-

gressing towards more viable but more com-

plex designs.

In the tables which summarize the

single region driver results, a number of

characteristics and capabilities are listed;

Lhe less obvious ones are defined as follows:

Test Region. 217P symbolizes a 217

pin test region con-

taining an homogenized

FTR subassembly (normal

composition). 217E is

the same except that

the UO2 in the FTR

fuel is fully enriched

(93.2%) .

R is the outer radius of
c

the driver region (in

cm) which gives the

value of k „ listed,

usually 1-10 or 1-15

to allow for instru-

mentation slots and

control.

Mc is the mass of 2 3 5 U ,

in kg, in the driver

region only.

P is the continuous

power in MW which must

be removed from the

system (including the

test region) when it

is operating under

Class 3 steady state

conditions correspon-

ding to 200 W/g

max power rating in

the test region.

Test Max/Kin is the maximum to mini-

mum power density over

the test region. For

the BeO/UO and the

Rover fueled drivers

the maximum occurs at:

the outer edge of the

test region.

FOM is the Figure of Merit

which is defined as the

ratio of the minimum

power density (watts

per cm of fuel) in the

test region to the maxi-

mum power density in th=

driver region. *\s men-

tioned in Section Bl

the FOM is the major

factor determining the

burst capability of the

facility.

It is interesting to note that the ANL de-

finition for the FOM is tied to the

average power density in the test region,

not the minimum. Our FOM values will thus

be more conservative.

1. BeO/UO Drivers.

A number of single driver BeO/UO, sys-
tems wert calculated using the DTF-IV (S4

11
approx.)

tions:

code with the following varia-

(1) BeO/UO., molecular ratios in the

range 20/1 to 150/1

(2) Three 235t' enrichments, 93.2,

50.0,and 30.0%

(3) Gas cooled and sodium cooled con-

figurations

(4) Prototypic and enriched fuel in

the test region

(5) 3-ft- and 4-ft-nigh cores

(6) Parametric eigenvalue k ,- = 1.10

and 1.15

(7) Driver fuel temperatures at 300°K,

1200°K, and 2100cK

(8) 12.7-mm and 6.4-mm fuel pellet

diameters

The results of the DTF calculations

for the BeO/t7O- driven systems are given in

Tables A-XI, A-XII, and A-XIII, and in

Fig. A-6.

Examination of the results in Table

A-XI and Fig. A-fi shows that an FO" of

about 4 can be attained with a modest max

to min power ratio of 1.17 (case 1) in

highly enriched test fuel. From Fig. A-2
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TABLE A-XI

SINGLE REGION BeO/im. DRIVER CHAKACTKKISTIGS.

12.7-tra-Dl.\M V'UtX, 0.331-mni SS CI.M), ISv/a SOD U'H COOI ANT

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

2)

Core
Height

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

4 Ft.

3 Ft.

4 Ft.

"

3 Ft.

4 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

"

"

Test
Region

217E

"

217P

217E

"

••

"

217P

217E

••

••

"

217E

217P

217E

217E
II

217P

217E

BeO/UO,
Ratio ~

20/1

50/1

"

••

••

••

••

"

••

100/1

"

••

150/1

Enrich.
E

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

bO.O

••

30.0

93.2

50.0

"

30.0

1.800

1.537

1.32S

1.815

1.551

"

1.340

1.617

1.365

••

"

1.196

1.592

1.335

"

1.151

1.10

1.15

1.10

1.10

1.15

1 .10

1.15

1.10

1.15

1.10

1.15

1.10

1.15

1.10

"

1.15

1.10

"

1.15

1.10

1.10

Rc

27.5

36.2

57.4

75.2

65.2

33.0

35.8

49.5

60.1

56.9

45.3

52.4

118.9

82.4

151.7

38.5

63.8

81.8

72.6

55.1

66.4

00

42.2

76.1

86.2

CO

71n
c

115

123

212

383

290

83

100

116

178

151

130

179

423

-

270

926

75

101

169

133

97

110

-

52

99

126

-

P

43

54

92

151

44

52

67

100

297

75

100

244

157

476

40

138

364

85

147

-

48

106

451

Test
Max/Min

1.17

1.26

1.36

1.34

1.16

1.34

1.32

1.46

1.43

1.22

1.40

1.57

1.57

-

1.50

1.53

1.49

1.63

1.67

1.37

1.62

1.66

-

1.60

1.73

1.47

-

4.1

5.6

6.9

6.5

2.0

5.8

5.6

7.4

6.9

2.2

7.7

7.3

8.3

-

9.1

8.5

7.1

8.4

7.8

2.7

8.9

8.3

-

7.7

8.9

2.9

-

of Section Cl it can be seen that an FOM

of about 4 will allow several thousand

J/g to be deposited in a burst. How-

ever the system as described in case 1 has

at least two major weaknesses. First, the

system would lack an inherent shutdown

capability since the Doppler coefficient is

negligible. Second, the FOM for prototypic

fuel in the test region would be only around

unity which would preclude any significant

burst capability.

A higher FOM and a significant Doppler

coefficient can be achieved by reducing the

enrichment of the driver fuel to the B(l-4n%

range, and by increasing the BeO to no

molecular ratio. Case 13, for example has

an FOM of 8.3 and a floppier reactivity loss

of about 2'-s% Ak between steady state opera-

ting temperature and fuel failure tempera-

ture. Unfortunately, this carries with it

two penalties, an increass in the max to

min ratio and an increase in the critical

size of the system. The outer radius of

the driver is nearly 120 cm and the max to

min has increased to 1.57. Furthermore if

an excess k of more than 0.10 is required
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TABLE A - X I I

COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS KOR 6 . 4 mm-AMl 12.7-mu DTAM. FUEL

Case

23

1

29

2

30

3

Fuel
Diam

6.4

12.7

6.4

12.7

6.4

12.7

BeO/UO2

Test
Region

217E

••

»

Ratio

20/1

••

••

»

-

l

bi I. LAI), 1

Enrich

E

93.2

••

50.0

••

30.0

M

1.755

1.800

Kit

1.10

1.486 ! "

1.537

1.267

1.328

p.
c

30.8

27.5

43.4

36.2

93.0

57.4

H
c

129

115

164

123

496

212
1

P

48

43

58

54

Test
Max/Min

1.17

1.17

1.27

1.26

179 i 1.36

92 ! 1.36

FOM

4.0

4.1

5.5

5.6

6.7

; b.9

TABLE A - X I I I

SINGLE REGION EeO/UO DRIVEU CHARACTERISTICS

12 .7 mm-DIAM FUEL, 0 .381 mm SS CLAD, 2=. v / o GAS COOLANT

Case

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Core
Height

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 FT.

4 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

Test
Region •

217E

217E

217E

217E

217E

217E

217E

:17E

217E

217E

217E

217E

217E

BC0/'.I0T

Ratio

2G/1

20/1

20/1

50/1

50/1

50/1

50/1

100/i

150/1

20/1

20/1

50/1

100/1

Enrich.
E

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

50.0

30.0

30.0

50.0

50.0

0.508

93.2

50.0

93.2

93.2

1.815

1.551

1.340

1.693

1.430

1.254

1.254

1.382

1.357

rff c

1.10 30.4

3.10 41.8

1.10 7.19

1.10 37.6

1.10 59.9

1.10 206.4

1.10 103.0

i.10 79.5

1.10 97.8

mm Niobium Cladding

1.527

1.235

1.308

1.209

1.10 39.7

1.10 142.6

1.10 82.1

1.10 »

j

M
c

135

163

316

103

149

1145

369

145

144

260

2012

523

P

43

56

113

50

83

589

196

111

140

71

440

166

Test
Max/Min

1.16

1.23

1.36

1.33

1.45

1.56

1.55

1.62

1.72

1.13

1.21

1.27

FOM

4.2

5.8

7.1

5.9

7.5

8.4

3.3

8.b

10.2

4.5

6.2

6.4
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£•30

50/1
Molecular Ra'ki

100/1 ' 5 0 / l

Fig. A-6. Performance Characteristics of
single driver BeO/UO, systems
12.7-mm fuel diam., 0.381-mm
SS clad, 15v/o sodium cooled,
217E test

it is unlikely, based on the cross sections

used, that the system could go critical

(see case 14). If the core height is in-

creased from 3 ft to 4 ft (case 14) the

critical driver volume is reduced by 37%

and surprisingly the FOM increases to 9.1.

This latter change is, as yet, not under-

stood and might be associated with the ap-

proximations of the one-dimensional model.

The FOM is reduced by about a factor

of three when prototypic fuel occupies the

test reqion (cases 5, 10, 20, and 2fi) and

the thermal heat rejection required to main-

tain prototypic power rates in the test

region (~ 200 w/g peak) increases by about

a factor of four. The only improvement

appears to be a reduction in the max to

min power ratio.

Table A-XII phows a comparison of the

characteristics of systems with 6.4-mm

(0.25-in.)-and 12.7-mm (n.50-in.)- diameter

BeO/UO2 fuel. The clad thickness and the

sodium volume fraction are the same in each

case. The major effect is an increase in

the critical radius for the smaller diameter

fuel, an increase which becomes large for

the low enrichments (cases 3 and 31). T^e

FOM appears to be relatively invariant for

the two fuel diameters.

The characteristics for gas cooled

BeO/UO drivers are given in Table A-XIII.

Apart from increased critical sizes the

results are quite similar to the sodium

cooled systems. Some results arc shown for

0.308-mm (20-mil) niobium clad fuel elements.

Large penalties in critical size are evi-

dent. The max to ~nin ratios are reduced

only slightly by the absorption of low ener-

gy neutrons by the niobium.

2. (UC,ZrC)-Graphite Drivers

A number of DTF calculations were made

with a single driver region containing

ROVER fuel. Fewer calculations were made

because the relative trends were similar to

the BeO/UO_ fueled systems. In addition to

gas and sodium cooling with stainless steel

cladding, some gas cooled unclad configura-

tions were made although t "se would proba-

bly be limited to Class 2 operating systems.

A summary of the results is given in

Table A-XIV.

As suspected from the comparison of

the ko values, the critical sizes of the

ROVER fueled systems are significantly

greater than those of the BeO/nO- systems.

Because of the harder spectra and the lar-

ger core volumes for a given moderator to

uranium atom ratio (C/t? or Be/n) the test

region max to min power ratios and the

FOM values are significantly improved in

the ROVER systems. (compare case 44 with

case 6). However, when the enrichment is

reduced in order to obtain a reasonable

Doppler coefficient the critical size in-

creases remarkably (cases 44 and 45, and

cases 49 and 50). With uncertainties in

the validity of the cross sections for such
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TABLE A-X1V

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS <>F SINGLE REGION (L'C, ZrC) -C DRrVEN SYSTEMS

Case

44

44P

'.5

46

47

41!

49

50

51

52A

52B

53

54

55

55Ha

Core
H e i g h t

3 F t .

3 FT.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Fc.

3 Ft.

3 FT.

3 Ft.

3 Ft .

3 Ft.

4 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

1 Ft.

Teat
Region

217E

217P

217E

2I7E

217E

217E

217E

217E

J17E

2I7E

217E

217E

217E

217E

?17E

C/U
Ratio

50/1

50/1

50/1

100/1

500/1

1000/1

5(1/1

50/1

50/1

75/1

75/1

75/1

100/1

50/1

50/1

Enrich.

93.2

93.2

50.0

93.2

91.2

93.2

93.2

50.0

30.0

93.2

9!.2

50.0

93.2

31.2

91.?

Cladding ]

None

None i

None I

Nime :

Nnnp

None i

O.lfll aim SS

0.381 mm SS !

0.331 mm SS

0.381 mm SS '

0 .381 mn SS

0.3R1 mm -"S !

O.'IHI mm SS

(1.50H m SS '

n . 5HH mm S';

I

2">.i'i> GAS ! 1.657

25v'o CAS | 1.657

2Vy.'o UAS | 1.397

25v/o i;AS | 1.537

25h/o CAS

1'iv.V N.I

15v/d tin

15u/a N.1

1.695

1.5Kfl

1.325

1.107

1. 504

1. 5H4

1.10

1.10

1.10

1.10

l . l n

l . i o

l . l o

l . l o

l . i o

1.10

l.l:.i

l . l o

l . l o

1.1(1

1.10

54.

sa/
i : - .

S4.

114.

120.

51.

17B.

69.

57.

257

308

550

325

167

92

231

890

276

246

Test
Hax/Min

88

376

297

115

164

162

I "
I 467

i -
I 109
! 95

86.2 | 312 : 129

72.9 481 ]23

70.9 454 -

1.15

1.07

1.24

1.26

1.61

1.77

1.19

1.29

1.23

1.23

1.28

1. 16

1.17

.5

i 2.2
! 11.3

I 11.4

i U-b
i 15.4

j 7.9

10.3

9.3

! 9.7

i -
i 10.5
j 8.1

"llANSEN and ROACH 16 GP SET

"FISSION SOURCE RATIO

systems and with uncertainties in the re-

quired amount of k for control and diag-

nostic slots, the available latitude with

ROVER fuel configurations leaves little

room for contingencies. Raising the core

height from 3 ft to 4 ft or course

would help considerably.

At first sight the systems with F0M

values of 14.6 and 15.4 (cases 46 and 47)

look very attractive even with their high

max to min ratios which might be reduced

by appropriate converters. Again, however,

there is the problem of obtaining the de-

sired Doppler and also, if unclad fuel ele-

ments for Class III operation are imprac-

tical, the addition of steel cladding

would reduce greatly the available reac-

tivity at such C/U ratios.

3. U0_-Cr Cermet Drivers

As mentioned in Section Cl the cer-

met with the most potential for STP appli-

cations appears to be a UO_ solution in

chromium. This is certainly more true for

its consideration as hard spectrum

drivers rather than converters, the km
values for the Nb and Mo based cermets

being so much lower.

The initial approach has been to in-

vestigate the potential of UOj-Cr fuel

configurations for drivers. FOM values,as

well as material properties, limit the

range of investigation to TTÔ  volume frac-

tions in the cermet between about n.075 to

0.125. Table A-XV summarizes the results

of the calculations. Again we find a

"squeeze play" between critical sizes and

the F0M values. All the systems have an

enrichment of 93.2%. The rationale for

this is that the Doppler coefficients for

the hard spectrum cermets in the range of

interest are about a factor of 20 lower

than the BeO/UO2 fuels in their range of

application. Furthermore, lowering the

enrichment causes serious reductions in

the excess reactivity as is evident from

the k^ values in Table A-IX.

Calculation 56 has a good F0M value,

and a factor comxon to all the cermet
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TABlfc A-:<V

Case

56

57

58

59

6 0

6 1

62

6 3

64

65

66

Core
Height

3 Ft.

"

4 Ft.

Teat
Region

31 ?E

"

"

v / o

10

12

7

10

12
7

uo.

. 0

.5

.5

. 0

.5

.5

10.0

I :

12

7

10

.5

.5

.5

. 0

5

93.2

"

"

••

11

••

"

Cladding

0.38! mm Nb
»

0. 1S1 mm SS

Coolant

15v/o Sodium

I5v/(> I .|K

I W K s.iiMum

1

1
1

k.,

.4W

.543

. 'l 1 '3

1.61H

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

. 7IWi

. r . i . '

.64 7

. 7 r»

.706

. M '•

.618

k

1

1

eff

.1

•>

. 1

R

17 1.

fl2.

M l .

f>h.

ma
7 1

94

mi

a
7

1

9

K

1

7

72

•i

6

M

M Jf,

1422

( • " S i l l l

1405

9 15

-

2015

11 17

1B79

lhlM

1290

|

p

535

182

711

139

i n
-

.'45

l'ih

r5.'

. • : • < )

140

Test
Ma a/M In

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

.1 )2

. 0 3

.111

.111

. ( I I

-

. 0 2

. t n

.On

.v 1 0

FOH

9

7

11

9

T

1

7

7

11

9

. 5

. 6

. 7

. 1

. 5

-

. f.

. I

. S

. J

drivers, the max to mir power ratio in

the test fuel is not only small but has a

convex shape, which is appropriate for

central subassemblies in power reactors.

The critical size- mass, and power, how-

ever, are very large partly as a conse-

quence of Nb cladding. Case 65 with a

3-ft-high core shows more promise. It is

of interest to note that some preliminary

calculations w^th two-dimensional TWOTRAN

calculations indicate that the axial re-

flector savings assumed for the cermet DTF

calculations (about 13 cm) may be too con-

servative; « k ,£ of 1.16 was calculated

with TWOTRAM compared to 1.10 for the DTF

calculation, for a 3-ft core. The main

disadvantages of case 65 may be the small

expansion coefficient available from a

taller core and its negligible Doppler co-

efficient. Expansion coefficients have

yet to be calculated for any of the sys-

tems so far studied. Also, the question

has to be answered as to whether expansion

coefficients can be relied upon in burst

facilities in which driver fuel cracking

and ratcheting might occur. On the other

hand very dilute VO^-Cr cermets might have

superior behavior over ceramic fuels in

this area.

4. Summary of Single Region Driver
Results

The following tentative conclusions

can be drawn from the results of the neu-

tronic calculations of potential single

driver (no converter) class III facilities;

they pertain only to systems with 217 pin

(or larger) testing requirements.

(1) Out of the three fuel candidates

the BeO/UO2 configuration offers the most

flexibility mainly because of its higher

k values. The ROVER and UO_ fuel confi-

gurations suffer from lower k^ values which

impose severe constraints on design flexi-

bility.

(2) Considerable reactivity gains (and

hence flexibility) can be achieved by in-

creasing the core height to 4 ft or more.

(3) Significant Doppler coefficients

are achievable with the ceramic fuels but

cermet drivers would have to rely on expan-

sion effects for inherent shutdown. In-

creasing the core height would reduce the

latter.

(4) Sodium coolant is neutronically

superior to gas coolant in that the effect

of the extra absorption is far outweighed
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by thr ffect of lower leakage.

(5) Fairly high FOM values in the

range 6 to S or even higher are feasible

but only with highly enriched test fuel.

When prototypic (FTR) fuel is used the

feasible FOM values are reduced to about

2 or less and the total heat removal re-

quirements are increased by about a factor

of 4.

(6) In the case of the ROVER and

BeO/UO2 configurations the higher FOM

values carry with them the disadvantages

of high max to min power ratios in the

test region. The VO^-CT cermet fuel has

excellent max to min ratios but the

higher FOM values are bought at the cost of

much larger critical sizes (this is true to

a lesser extent with the other fuels).

F. Single Region Driver Plus Converter
Systems

The strong conflict among four of the

major design criteria - FOM, max to min

power ratio, inherent shutdown capability,

and system size - is a fact-of-life in

Class III conceptual design studies. A

large number of trade-offs exist and in-

volve many nonneutronic considerations.

In order to achieve a fairly high FOM with

an acceptable max to min power ratio,

resorting to a fast converter region is

likely to be necessary. Then the spectral

mismatches, between the driver and conver-

ter, which can cause performance-limiting

power peaks, have to be smoothed out gra-

dually. Several or more zones of increas-

ing converter fissile density are usually

considered for this purpose. The greater

the mismatch the more complex are the zon-

ing requirements as is evident in the

extreme case of the AHL design with its

thermal converter and 18 or so graded

zones. Figure 2 of Chapter II makes the

point that the FOM values in UO.-Cr fuel

have to be significantly higher than for

UO2-BeO due mainly to the lower maximum

allowable temperatures for the cermet.

Optimization of a BeO/UO2 driver and UO_-Cr

converter tends to result in a converter

which is, if anything, marginally multi-

plying in the finite system. This makes

the system much larger than the driver-only

situation.

A number of calculations were made

with a combination of BeO/UO2 (or ROVER

fuel) drivers and OOj-Cr cermets. The

first studies were done on simple 1 + 1

systems (single driver plus single conver-

ter region). The results are summarized in

Table A-XVI. In case 67 the positioning of

a 7-cm-thick cermet converter between the

test region and a 1(10/1 BeO/UO2, ?n% en-

riched driver has the following effects:

(1) The critical radius increases

from 63.8 cm (case 18) to 102.4 cm, and

the total power from 101 MW to 265 MW.

(2) The FOM value for the driver de-

creases from 8.4 to 7.6, mainly as a re-

sult of depressing the flux levels in the

test region.

(3) The max to min power ratio has

' screased from 1.63 to 1.28. A study of

the radial power distribution shows that

the FOM for the converter corresponds to

a point close to the boundary of the con-

verter and driver. Appropriate fuel den-

sity grading in this area could increase

significantly (20%) the converter FOM.

Cases 68 and 69 show the effects of in-

creasing the converter thickness by two

3-cm steps. The critical radius increases

each time and the max to min ratios slow-

ly decrease at the expense of reduced FOM

values in both the converter and the

driver.

G. Multiregion Convertor/Driver Systems

There are three obvious ways of im-

proving the FOM values above those of the

single driver - single converter system

conf iguration:

(1) Grade the converter with zones of

decreasing fissile fuel density as the con-

verter-driver boundary is approached

(2) Generally grade the driver region

to produce conventional power flattening,

i.e., increase the fissile density in the
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TABU: A-XVI

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF CONVERTFR/DP1VER SYSTEMS

Case

67

1

68

69

70

71

Test
Region

217E

217E

217E

217E

217E

Converter Region

Conf igu ra t ion

5"/o u o
2 - Cr E = 501

0.381 ranSS Clad. 15U/ Nao

5v/o UO2 - Cr E - 505!

0.381 mm SS Clail.l5u/o Na

5v /oU02-CrE-50J

0.381 ran SS Clau.l5"/o Na

5w/oU02-Cr E-93.2Z

0.3GlmmSS Clad,157o Na

7V/o U02-Cr E-93.2Z

0.381 ran SS Clad,15v/o Na

Thickne

7 cm

10 cm

13 cm

10 cm

15 cm

R R

Driver Region

C o n f t g u r a t i o n

100/1 VO/UO, E= 501

0.381 Km SS Clad,15v/o

100/1 leO/UOj E-50%

0.381 mm SS Clad,15%

100/1 BeO/UO, £ • 50%

O.381n«SS Clada5v/o

50/1 ROVK.R K = •* J. 2

0.381 itmSS Clad ,15 v / o

50/1 ROVER E= 93.2
O.38;itmSS Clad ,15" /o

Na

No

Na

H.

Na

Rc

102.

107.

115

91

j

1,2

i

1

1

2

2

7

P

265

325

415

175

;

136

DTP R e s u l t s

Test
Ban/Hin

1

1

1

1

1

28

22

17

.12

.03

FOM
(Conv . 1

8.2

8.1

7,9

7.7

7.9

FOM

7.6

6.8

6.1

1

7.a

7.9

outer regions

(3) Lower the moderator to fissile

atom ratio in the driver near the driver-

converter boundary to preharden the spec-

trum.

Some first attempts at optimization

are shown in Table A-XVII. The 217 en-

riched fuel pin test region is surrounded

by three converter zones and five driver

zones. Modest test max to tnin power

ratios (less than 1.C8) are achieved with

fairly high FOM values. The optimization,

however, was very crude and significant

improvements might be possible with fine-

tuning. With so many parameters having a

cross-impact upon cost and other factors,

fine-tuning optimization is difficult and

time-consuming.

Both of the systems described in Table

A-XVII are 3 ft high and the k f f conver-

ged upon was 1.10. More flexibility can

be achieved by increasing the core height

to 4 ft. m spite of the fairly high

FOM values the thermal heat removal

requirements are rather high, 200 MW or

more, so that if 217 prototypic pins were

to be tested under class III conditions

the total power might be prohibitively high,

1000 MW or so!

H. 19 and 37 Test Pin Studies

The scoping studies of the previous

sections focused on the conceptual design

of facilities which could test one or more

subassemblies in the Class III mode of

operation. The standard model (adopted

from the ANL proposal only as a convenient

starting point) consisted of a central 217

pin test section separated, by a 3.2-mm

steel wall, from an outer annular test

region capable of accommodating six half-

size subassemblies. In the scoping calcu-

lations performed to date the outer test

region was assumed to contain only sodium.

Moving the inner boundary of the dri-

ver 9 or 10 cm towards the center, by re-

moving the outer test region and reducing

the number of inner test pins from 217 to

37 or 19, would not necessarily result in
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TABLE . " . - X V I I

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF TVO CRUDELY OPTIHIZED MULTI-CONVERTER /DRIVER SYSTEMS

Case

72

Case

Zone T'.ilckneas cm.

Converter U0_ Enrichment

Driver UO? Enrichment Z

Regional FOMs

Regional Powers, Mw

72 Specifications: 3 Ft.

Z

Conv.
1

8.

93.

-

12.

6.

0

2

8

9

High Core

Conv.
2

5.0

88.9

-

11.2

6.5

Conv.
3

2.0

83.3

-

10.7

3.3

Driver
1

5.24

-

67.7

8.7

11.4

Converter - 5v/o U0-

Driver
2

23.12

-

61.5

8.7

74.7

Driver
3

12.

-

69.

6

54

Cr Driver -

85

3

8

5

50/1

Driver
4

12.85

-

82.1

9.3

60.2

ROVER.

Driver
5

10.27

-

93.2

•0.9

49.8

Rc

93.52

-

-

-

-

Both 0.381 mm SS

P

-

-

-

267

CLAD,

Test
Max/Min

-

-

1.064

-

15v/o Na Coolant

^ase

73

Zone Thickness cm.

Converter UO Volume

Driver UO5 Enrichment

Regional FUMs

Regional Powers, Mw

Case 73 Specifications: 3

Z

z

Ft.

Conv.
1

5.0

5

-

10.1

8.0

2

5.0

4

-

9.7

5.6

Conv.
3

5.

3

-

q.

4.

0

7

9

Driver
1

8.4

-

60

a.7

7.4

93ZE UO1

Driver
2

15.4

-

40

7.9

55

Driver
3

8.

-

40

8.

IS

-Cr, Driver

8

0

50/1

Driver
4

8.8

-

50

7.8

32

BoO/UO,

Driver
5

10.3

-

70

7.7

59

-

81

.Both 0.381

.0

-

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

200

mm SS CLAD,

Test
Max/Min

-

-

-

1.077

-

15v/o Na

a decreased driver outer radius. The crit-

ical size change would depend on the rela-

tive reactivity of the removed test pins

to that of the repositioned driver fuel and

displaced sodium. For the smaller 217 test

pin facilities the km of the driver is

greater than that for the test fuel (par-

ticularly when it is prototypic test fuel)

so the critical size will decrease; com-

pare cases 8 and 74 in Table A-XVIII. On

the other hand the large facilities actu-

ally increase in size when 37 pins only

are used; compare cases 15 and 18.

The results of some initial scoping

calculations on 37 and 19 pin test regions

are very interesting and are summarized in

Table A-XVIII. Comparing case 74 (37E)

with case 8 (217E) the FOM value has in-

creased from 7.4 to 10.2 and is accomplished

by a most welcome change in the test max

to min power ratio, 1.46 down to 1.22.

As we see in case 75 the FOM for 37 proto-

typic pins is a more healthy 3.1 and the

test max to min. ratio is only 1.10.

Equally encouraging is the fact that the

required heat removal for prototypic pre-

conditioning is about half that of case 10.

Further reduction in the number of

test pins to 19 results in even greater im-

provements. With prototypic test fuel the

max to min power ratio is only 1.08 and

the FOM is as high as 3.4 which implies a

Class III burst capability of possibly

2500 J/g with sodium cooling of the driver

section. An important ramification of the

results of cases 74 through 77 is the fact

that they have high reactivity drivers

(k^ = 1.55) and this means much more lati-

tude for control flexibility and contin-

gencies.

When a 4-ft high core was considered

(cases 80 and 81) for a 50/1 BeO/tK>2, 30%

sodium cooled configuration with 19 test

pins, a prototypic FOM value of 4.5 was

calculated with a modest max to min power

ratio of 1.14 (which could be reduced fur-

ther by a thin converter). The critical

radii are actually greater than for the
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TABLE A - X V I I I

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF 19 , 1 7 . AND ?17 TEST PIN FACIUTTFS

Case

8

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

Core
Height

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

4 Ft.

4 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

4 Ft.

4 Ft.

4 Ft.

4 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 Ft.

3 f t .

4 Ft.

Test
Region

217E

37E

37P

37E

37P

19E

19P

19E

19P

19E

19P

37P

19E

19P

!9r

Driver Fuel

50/1 BeO/UO,

50/1 BeO/UO2

50/1 BeO/l'O,

50/1 BeO/UO.,

50/1 BeO/UO,

50/1 BeO/l'u,

50/1 BeO/l)r>2

50/1 BeO/l'O,

50/1 Bel)/llf>2

7 W o UO,-Cr

7 W o 1'0,-Cr

50/1 ROVER

50/1 ROVER

50/1 ROVER

50/1 ROVER

Enrich.
E

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

30.0

3n.o

93.2

93.1'

50

50

50

1 S"

Cladd

0.381

0.381

0.381

n. 381

0.381

0.381

0.381

0.381

0.1S1

0.381

0.381

0.381

O.38L

0.181

0.381

nR

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

nm

mm

mm

n,.

TTP1

™

tl'm

mm

IVTl

nun

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

Coolant

15v/o

15v/o

15v/o

15v/o

1 Sv /o

15v/o

15v/o

15v o

15v/o

15v/u

15v/n

15v/o

!V,/n

15v/n

I ')V /,!

Na

Na

Na

Na

Nn

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Na

Nn

N:i

R
c

4 9 .

4 6 .

4 8 .

42 .

4 4 .

4 7 .

4 8 .

8 8 .

90

107.

inn

189

5

9

5

4

1

2

2

6

S

8

5

8

1R6.8

1R9

105

ft

1

P

67

41

156

48

175

38

141

S9

330

270

1150

1740

39S

1A40

718

Tost
Max/Mln

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

,

1

1

1

1

.46

.22

. 1 0

.21

. in

.17

.08

. 2 3

.14

.01

.01

.04

.12

.03

.03

FOM

7.

10 .

3.

in.

l .

1 1 .

3 .

14.

4

1 1 .

?

3

14

3

•|

4

2

1

/,

2

K

4

7

5

7.

7

h

5

0

9

217 pin facility (case 15) .

Cases 82 and 83 are calculations for

a 4-ft-high 7-iv/o U0_-Cr cermet driven

19 pin system. The critical size is larger

for the 19 pin than for the 217 pin facil-

ity (compare cases 65 and 82). More note-

worthy is the fact that there is no signi-

ficant change in the FOM value, 11.8 and

11.7. This points to one of the main

mechanisms causing FOM changes between 217

pin and 37 or 19 pin test regions, namely

the 'by definition1 effect of the max to

min power ratio in the test region on the

FOM. The FOM is defined in this report as

the ratio of the minimum power density in

the test fuel to maximum power density in

the driver fuel. Thus as the "dished"

shape of the power density through a test

region becomes flatter the FOM increases.

In the case of a cermet driver the power

profile has a very shallow inverted dish

shape because of the hard spectrum. An-

other probable mechanism for the increase

in the FOM for the BeO/UO2 driver systems

is the decrease in mass of structural

material and sodium between the driver and

the test region. This effect would be much

greater with a soft spectrum Be0/U02 than

for the cermet. As a result of these

mechanisms it is likely that the differ-

ences between 37 pin and 217 pin systems

with efficient converters will be slight.

II. THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

A. Steady State AYER Calculations

The calculations described below were

of a survey nature. While providing direc-

tion for the preliminary neutronics analy-

sis such as cross section generation, they

also quantified the effects of, 1) liquid

metal vs gas coolant and 2) differing

fuel (pellet) dimensions.

The i-.wo-dimensional heat transfer code

AYER was employed to determine the steady

state temperatures in this parameter study.

Fuel pins of varying dimensions, each
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Fig. A-7. AYER radial mesh.

surrounded by a (flowing) coolant zone,

were investigated in R-Z cylindrical geom-

etry. The axial direction was divided into

80 equal height intervals over the 91.44-cir

(3-ft) length, and the power generation

profile over this length was input as a

truncated cosine:

P(Z) = Pm4d_ [cost(45.77-ZJO.0285)].

plane

This distribution is representative of an

FFTF-like system; i.e., a fast system; ilm

core height; axial reflectors. The radial

direction was divided into 10 intervals as

shown in Fig. A--7.

In order to save computing time during

these scoping calculations, materials prop-

erties (density, heat capacity, thermal

conductivity) were input as constants al-

though AYER accepts any user specified

temperature dependence. Uncertainties in

the resulting temperatures due to this

effect alone should be generally less than

5%.

1. Materials Properties. Steady

state temperatures for systems with flow-

ing coolant are dependent on the thermal

conductivities of the fuel rod components

(fuel, gap, clad) and are dependent on the

density, heat capacity, and h«. at transfer

coefficient of the coolant. The fuel-clad

gap and clad thermal conductivities em-

ployed in this study were: 0.024 and 0.20

W/cm-K respectively. The gap conductance

is representative of measured values for

fast reactor fuel pins and the clad con-

ductivity is typical of a metallic clad

(i.e., Nb, ss). The fuel conductivities

were parameterized as described in the

following section.

Coolant properties were of two classes,

(corresponding to gases or liquid metals)

depending on the heat transfer coefficient

regime.

Gas coolant: CO, at 23 m/s

P = 80 atm;

p = 0.051 g/cm ;

C = 1.03 J/g-K

Similar heat removal and transport may be

realized with other gaseous coolants, e.g.,

helium, h"droa°n. Hand calculation" tor the

above properties and previously described

geometries indicated a maximum heat trans-

fer coefficient:

h * 1.0 W/cm2-K .

If clad surface roughening were employed

perhaps another factor of 2 increase in the

heat transfer coefficient could be gained.

However, as will be seen later, peak fuel

and clad temperatures would be lowered

only slightly by this measure.

Liquid metal coolant: Na at lOm/s

P = 1 atm;

p = 0.85 g/cm ;

C =1.25 J/g-K .

Similar hand calculations indicated a heat

transfer coefficient for sodium coolant of:

h * 10.0 W/cm2 .

For liquid metal coolants, fuel and

clad temperatures are very insensitive to

factor of two changes about this nominal

value of 10.0.

2. Parameter Variations. Fuel ther-

mal conductivities were varied over a range

which spans that of the three primary can-

didate STF fules, viz.; BeO-UO2, (UC-ZrC)C

and Cr-UO2:

0.20 0.60 W/cm2-K .
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TABLf A-XIX

COOLANT OLTLCT TE.IPEBATl'RES

Fuel

' ' " • " " '

Fpvc1fic !

1
6

Gaa

.4 FJ

CnoU'il

1 Fuel I)

mpcr

• « • • "

Ll-4

U T

K

• u d Metal Coolt

2 0 0

4 0 0

eoo
8 0 0

5 4 0

7 S 0

1025

1270

3 2 S

3 5 5

3 B 0

4 1 0

12."? iwi t*uel D i a n e t e r

200 I
400 ,

600 |

8 0 0

5 9 0

8 9 0

11 SO
1480

330

3GS
•:oo
440

nn Fuel Dlaretcr

4 0 0

COO

K00

Glf.
9115

1200

15S0

33.'i
370
410
450

for liquid -et.il
a r ly for socimrc.

Clad to coolant heat transfer coef-

ficients were varied over the ranges:

Gas Coolant

0.10 < h < 1.0 W/cm2-K

Sodium Coolant

3.0 < h«10.0 W/cm2-K .

Peak driver fuel specific powers were

varied as:

2 0 0 W/cm3-fuel.

Three fuel pellets diameters were in-

vestigated; 6.4 mm (0.25") , 12.7 mm (0.5"^

and 19.0 mm (0.75"). The fuel-clad gap

and clad thickness as well as the coolant

volume fraction were held constant at the

values given in Fig. A-7.

Results

The maximum fuel and clad and temper-

atures for the three fuel pin geometries

(Fig. A-7) are plotted as functions of

(1) the fuel specific power at the axial

midplane and (2) the clad-to-coolant heat

transfer coefficient, in Figs. A-8 through

A-13. Coolant outlet temperatures are

given in Table A-XIX. These results are

all based on a fuel thermal conductivity

of 0.30 W/cm-k. Over the range of fuel

thermal conductivities investigated,

0.20 < k < 0.60 W/cm-K ,
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o
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cooled
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Fig. A-8. Maximum fuel temperatures for
6.4-mm-diameter fuel.
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Fig. A-10. Maximum fuel temperatures for
12.6-nup-diameter fuel .

c lad temperatures var ied by less than 1%

a t constant speci f ic power and heat t r a n s -

fer coeff ic ient . Maximum fuel temperatures,
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however, did show a nonnegligible temper-

ature dependence on the thermal conduc-

tivity.

1.2
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o
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60

Fig. A-15. Relative maximum fuel tempera-
ture for liquid-metal-cooled pins.

Figures A-14 and A-15 show this depend-

ence of maximum fuel temperature on thermal

conductivity for gas cooled and sodium

cooled fuel pins respectively for the three

fuel diameters considered. These are also

"fine structure" effects due to varying

heat transfer coefficients and specific

powers. The latter, however, are of second

order and well within basic uncertainties

in the calculations, such as temperature

independent materials properties and the

coarseness of the radial mesh.

B. Coolant Pressure Drop Analysis

Scoping calculations were made to in-

sure that the coolant velocities and flow
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Fuel pin
Diameter

nun

20.5

14.1

7.9

TABLE A-XX

COOLANT PRESSURE DROP

Flow Channel
Hydrau l i c Diameter

mm

1.71
1.18

0.66

GCFR i.

LMFBR

Pressure
CO,

atm"

0.6i>

1.0

2.1

3.3

Drop
Na
atm

2.5

3.9

7.8

^ 8 . 1

areas and the pin dimensions used in the

heat transfer calculations were consistent

with reasonable coolant pressure drops.

Neglecting inlet, exit, acceleration,

and other pressure drops, which should be

relatively minor, the pressure drop for 2

meter long fuel pins was calculated from

the formula:

with f =0.046 R~*2 ^0.005.

For the geometries and coolant densi-

ties and velocities used in the heat trans-

fer calculations the calculated coolant

pressure drops are given in Table A-XX.

The results indicate that pump specifica-

tions, etc., should be within the realm of

current technology.

C. Conclusions

The prototypicality of various FBR

accident simulations would certainly be

enhanced by an unlimited steady state

capability at test fuel energy densities

* 12.5 kW/ft. Based on consideration of

of steady state temperatures only, the

following points are significant.

Sodium cooling will permit the use of

stainless steel or refractory (e.g.,

Nb) cladding.

Gas cooled fuel pins will require a

high temperature clad unless the driv-

er fuel radial dimension and specific

power are restricted.

The calculations and results described

herein are for fuel rods with a gas filled

fuel-clad gap. It is possible that either

mechanical (i.e., fuel cracking) or thermal

considerations (i.e., optimizing the fuel-

clad gap conductance) may suggest another

fill material in the gap.

D. Steady State Plus 3urst - Gas Cooling

For assessing the advantages and dis-

advantages of gas cooling vs sodium cool-

ing the fuel rod design was identical to

that used in the reference sodium cooled

driver (Chapter V ) . One difference in

the geometry, external to the fuel rod was:

Coolant volume = 25% of the cell volume.

Paralleling the analyses for liquid metal

cooling. Fig. A-16 shows the dependence of

coolant pressure drop and heat transfer

coefficient on gas velocity. Comparison

of figure 16 (Chapter V) and Fig. A-16

indicates that even for an =» 70% larger

coolant flow area, cooling via helium is

significantly less effective.

Figures A-17 through A-20 are based

on the "optimum gap conductance model."

Figures A-17 and A-18 show the variation

of the optimum gap conductance with q̂ '

and E respectively. These results indi-

cate a significantly lower optimum gap

conductance range for gas cooled rods than

for liquid metal cooled. Figures A-19 and

A-20 show the resulting fuel and clad tem-

peratures for the same parameter varia-

tions as in the previous two plots. These

results indicate the (1) operating capa-

bility is definitely more limited for gas

cooling, and that (2) either clad transient

or fuel transient temperatures may limit

the range of operating power levels and

burst energy densities. Recall that for

liquid metal cooling fuel transient tem-

peratures (Figs. 19 and 20 of Chapter V)

always became limiting before excessive

clad temperatures were reached.

Results of an AYES calculation ("fi-

nite element fuel rod model") are given

in Fig. A-21. In comparison with liquid

metal cooling, qualitatively one observes
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that the transient is stretched out in

time and the clad temperature rise from

steady state is greater. Both of these

effects are due to the reduced heat trans-

fer coefficients, h and V
A quantitative comparison for the same

power density and burst conditions shows

that the maximum transient clad tempera-

ture is 1035 K versus 760 K for sodium

cooling; the maximum steady state fuel

temperature is 947 K versus 760 K; the

maximum transient fuel temperature is 1800

K versus 1625 K.
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